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Some flee, others flock
By Mallary Jean Tenore ’07
Senior News Staff
s the academic year
dwindles, students’
plans for next year
begin to take shape.
While many students are trying
to decide what classes to take
next semester, others who are
thinking about transferring are
weighing the pros and cons of
an education at Providence
College.
Kate Gorka ’07, said she has
been toying with the idea of
transferring since the end of last
semester. Gorka listed a variety
of reasons as to why she wants
to transfer, the most pre
dominant one being the cost of
tuition. With a younger brother
in high school, Gorka, a resident
of Connecticut, said it would
help her parents financially if
she were to attend the
University of Connecticut.
Her dislike of strict parietals
and the lack of Greek life and
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY TRACY DONADIO '06rThe Cowl
social and ethnic diversity at PC
have also prompted Gorka to
transfer from PC to another application process.
consider transferring.
“It speaks partly to the fact
“I haven’t really found my institution are in the minority.
place within the student body For the 2002-2003 school year, that our review is not a number
and I feel that (particularly with the retention rate was 90.3 review; it’s a personal review
girls) the school is very percent—an average that that’s not all about SAT scores,”
cliquey,” said Gorka. “I thought reflects a stable trend in recent said Lydon. “We read every
that college would be a lot years. Since 1998, the retention application and we’re looking
different than high school in that rate has been between 90 for a fit and match. As a result,
I think we find students who
regard but I have found that at percent and 93 percent.
Providence College that prob
PC’s retention rate far really want to be here.”
During the 2001-2002 school
lem still exists.”
exceeds the national average of
Gorka said she will decide 78 percent, and matches that of year, 78 of the 935 students in
if she is going to transfer after the most-selective colleges for the Class of 2005 transferred,
seeing how the rest of the year which the retention rate is 92.5 generating a retention rate of 93
percent. Last year’s retention
pans out.
percent.
Lydon said one of the main rate dropped slightly due to the
According to Christopher P.
Lydon, Dean of Academic reasons why students return to smaller class size of the Class
Enrollment, students who PC each year stems from the of 2006. Seventy-eight

A

members of this class also
transferred, yet with 58 less
students than the Class of 2005,
the retention rate dropped below
its previous level.
“It has not changed
dramatically from that per
spective. It looks odd because
it was a smaller class coming
in,” said Lydon. “We can see
that it’s a slight bump but
nothing in and of itself that
causes a concern for us.”
Lydon said he currently does
not know the exact number of
freshmen who will be trans
ferring next semester, and will
not find out until the beginning
of next semester as many
students decide to transfer
during the summer.
On average, he said, the
College accepts between 60 and
80 transfer students, with 75
considered a happy medium. 71
out of 415 prospective transfers
were accepted to the College for
the 2003-2004 year, accounting
for 6% of the applicant pool.
The reasons as to why
students transfer vary greatly,
but according to Lydon, onethird of students transfer
because of monetary issues.
“The number one reason
students transfer is because of
financial reasons,” he said. “But
we’ve spread the resources as
far as we can.”
Todd Pollock, a former
member of the Class of 2006,
transferred from PC to Baylor
University at the beginning of
his sophomore year. He said that
although he enjoyed his
freshman year at PC, he felt that
his academic needs were not

Candidates for
2007 have a
social agenda
By Stephanie Barkus ’05
News Editor
While there are many
students running for office for
the Class of 2007, most are
focused on one thing: getting
members of
the class in
ELECTIONS volved.
“1 feel like
having feedback from the class
would be very important for
next year,” said Matt Kinback
’07, who is up for re-election
for President of the Class of
2007.
Kinback said that this past
year was successful, as the
freshman class held a Snow
Ball and raised nearly $10,000
from their sweatshirt fund
raiser. “I think freshman year
was very successful, and I just
want to continue that.”
Amy Baker ’07, who is also
running for president, said that
there is a need for more classoriented events. “I ran for
president because I look upon
this past year and think there’s
a lot that could be improved

I think freshman year
was very successful, and
I just want to continue
that.
Matt Kinback ’07

upon for our sophomore year.”
She said that while the
freshman class had a ball this
year, not a lot people were
there, and she would like to
TRANSFERS/Page6 improve events for next year,
such as the Sophomore
Outdoor Ball.
Baker also feels that more
students should know that
anyone can attend Congress
meetings, even if they are not
elected members. “Students
should know they are wel
come to meetings and they are
welcome to Congress events,”
she said.
A third candidate for
president, Dan Cullinane ’07,
wants to propose an open
forum that would be held once
a week. At the forum,
members of the class could
bring questions, comments, or
suggestions to the officers.
“It’s about me being the
representative of our class and
Screen shot of PC’s Bannerweb site. The courses listed on
making sure that every
the website now reflect the new numbering system.
individuals’ voice is heard,” he
up three years ago by faculty in “In the short run, though, it may I said of the role he would play
cause a few small problems. I as president if elected.
the Political Science Depart
ment who wished to renumber Anything that should occur
The two candidates for vice
their courses. It was decided would be minor, though, and president are Brent Gilbert ’07
that it would be better for the could quickly be rectified.”
and Carla Ciorlano ’07.
whole school to renumber rather
Such potential problems Gilbert is the current vice
than just one department. Father include students signing up for president, and is also on the
Nowel said.
the incorrect courses or signing Student Life committee of
Student Congress, which is
“In the long run, the new up for courses for which they
system will be much better for
COURSES/Page 6
students,” Father Nowel said.
ELECTIONS/Page7

No confusion in new course numbering system
By Meghan Welsh ’06
Senior News Staff

As if getting up at 7:00 a.m.
to register for courses wasn’t
tough enough, a new challenge
has been added to the process
of selecting
FACULTY & classes for
ACADEMICS students at
Providence
College. Beginning in the fall
2004 semester, all course
numbers at the College will
follow a newly designed system
for organizing class levels in a
uniform manner between
departments.
Under the new system, all
100-level courses are intro
ductory levels and all 200 and
300-level courses are inter
mediate level classes. Classes at
the 400-level are now mostly
Independent Study courses,
Internships, and Colloquiums.
Rev. Mark D. Nowel, O.P.,
Dean of Undergraduate Studies,
was highly involved in the

process of changing the
previous system of course
numbering. He said the process
began a few years ago when it
became apparent to the ad
ministration and faculty that the
current system did not have the
level of consistency that would
benefit current and prospective
students when selecting their
courses.
“The new system will do
nothing but help the students in
course selection,” Father Nowel
said. “We were having strange
situations occur with students,
such as freshmen registering for
400-level courses, simply
because they didn’t understand
the difference between the
levels. Now students will know
precisely what level of classes
the course numbers correspond
to in each department in the
same manner.”
Father Nowel said that the
idea of creating a more
standardized system of course
numbering was initially brought
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News Briefs
Upcoming events discussed
at weekly Congress meeting

Students and professor
present at convention

Budget cuts hurt Alumni
Career Program

On Monday, March 29,
Student Congress held its
weekly meeting, where they
discussed a number of
upcoming events.
After the first Junior Night
of the year held on March 27,
the Class of 2005 has planned a
second Junior Night for Friday,
April 16 in McPhail’s. There
will be a Senior Night for the
Class of 2004 on Saturday, April
17. This will be one of the last
Senior Nights of the year.
On Saturday, April 3,
McPhail’s will host its Battle of
the Bands finale.
Student Congress also
discussed the formation of a
new major available to students.
The new major is Graphic
Design Digital Imaging and
students will be able major in
this field starting in the fall
semester.
The next Student Congress
meeting will be on Monday,
April 5, at 5:30 p.m. in the
Slavin Glass Room.
—Lindsey Sheppard ’06

On March 27, a Providence
College professor and four
students presented at the
Organization of American
Historians’ annual meeting,
held in Boston.
Edward Bermudez ’05,
Jason Ulatowski ’04, Joanna
Von Hollen ’04, and Bryan Cyr
’03 were in Readings in United
States Legal History, a seminar
taught by Rev. Jon Alexander,
O.P., associate professor of
history. As a panel, the group
presented A Revolution in
American Views of ChiefJustice
John Marshall: An Experiment
in Teaching Historical Research
to Undergraduates. The pre
sentation focused on how
people in the United States
viewed Marshall, who served as
Chief Justice for 34 years.
Rhode Island Supreme
Court Chief Justice Frank J.
Williams presided over the
panel,
which
included
commentators from other
universities.
—Stephanie Barkus ’05

The Alumni Career Advising
Program, a program that
allowed alumni a chance to
have resumes critiqued and
provided networking links, has
been temporarily suspended due
to budgetary concerns.
For alumni who utilized the
program, they were able to
communicate via phone and email with Louise Giordano, a
consultant hired by the college
to provide the service to alums.
According to Bob Ferreira,
Director of Alumni and Donor
Relations, “we [the College]
maxed out our budget. I guess
it’s a sign of the economy right
now. We are assessing the
situation so that we can find
other ways to get it rolling
again.”
Ferreira stressed that the
program was not being cut
outright, but only temporarily
suspended. “I don’t anticipate it
being cut for longer than the
summer,” said Ferreira.
According to Ferreira, many
alumni have used the program.

COURTESY OF REV. JON ALEXANDER, O.P.

Front row (left to right): Bryan Cyr ’03, Edward Bermudez
’05, Jason Ulatowski ’04, Joanna Von Hollen ’04. Back row
(left to right): Dr. Richard Rodriguez, John Cooke ’04, Dr.
Patricia Hill, Rev. Jon Alexander, O.P. All attended a
meeting of the Organization of American Historians in
Boston.
One hundred and eight alumni
used the program last year
alone. “There’s definitely more
people using it; more repeat
users,” said Ferreira.
The Alumni Career Advising
Program is not the only program
that will experience cutbacks
this year. According to Ferreira,

“we are cutting back other
Alumni events also.” Ferreira
said that these cutbacks would
likely be small, and cited the
favors given out at Alumni
Weekend as one possible
cutback.
—Keith Carr ’04

Campus Calendar for April 2 to April 8
Submit events to sbarku05@providence.edu

Friday

6 Tuesday

Sunday

9 a.m.-4 p.m.
Faculty Art Show in
Hunt-Cavanagh
Gallery.

2 p.m. Family
Improv Show in
Guzman Chapel.
6-8 p.m.
Amigos Unidos’
12th Annual Latino
Expo in ’64 Hall.
Free admission.

3:45 p.m. DWC
Lecture Series in
Moore Hall II.
7-11 p.m. Club
Portuguese “Festa de
Primavera” Dinner
Dance in ’64 Hall
and Slavin 112.

7 p.m. Jazz Night
followed by the
Battle of the Bands
finals in McPhail’s.

8 p.m. Dancing at
Lughnasa by Brian
Friel in Blackfriars
Theatre.

8 p.m. Dancing at
Lughnasa by Brian
Friel in Blackfriars
Theatre.

8 p.m. International ci
Beer Fest in
McPhail’s.

2 p.mi. Dancing at

Lughnasa by Brian
Friel in Blackfriars
Theatre.

9 p.m. Watch the
NCAA Champion
ship game in
McPhail’s.

8 p.m.. Coffeehouse
presents a perfor
mance by Laura
Wood in McPhail’s.

8 p.m. Sunday night
HBO Shows in
McPhail’s.

Saturday

Upcoming events
Wednesday, April 14
7 p.m. Education Club sponsors a showing of
the documentary Dwarfs: Not a Fairy Tale.

Thursday, April 15
Best Buddies fundraiser at Pizzeria Uno.

Monday, April 19
7:30 p.m. Student Athlete Advisory Board
hosts the annual student athlete auction to
benefit the Make-a-Wish Foundation. Silent
auction begins at 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, April 21
Guest author Dan Kennedy, author of Little
People: Learning to See the World Through
My Daughter’s Eyes, comes to PC.

Monday

Sanctions
Administrative Review
March L6, 2004
Charges Registration of Motor
Vehicles
Student Handbook: P. 56
Guilty
Sanctions:
Fine: $100.00
Personal Probation until May 14,
2004'

Administrative Review
March 16, 2004
Charges; Fire and Safety
Student Handbook: P. 37, HI-2
Guilty
Sanctions:
Fine: $200.00
Personal Probation until May 14,
2004

Administrative Review
March 17,2004
Charges: Standards of Conduct
Student Handbook: P. 37, 2-C
Guilty
Sanctions:
Fine: $300.00
Personal Probation until May 14,
2004

Administrative Review
March 17, 2004
Charges: Standards of Conduct
Student Handbook: P. 37,2-C
Guilty
Sanctions:
Fine: $300.00
Personal Probation until May 14,
2004

Administrative Review
March 18,2004
Charges: Alcohol
Student Handbook: P. 38, VIII
Guilty
Sanctions:
Fine: $400.00
Disciplinary Probation until Dec. 31
2004

WANTED: CAREER ASSISTANTS
Help Others and Help Yourself!
Career Services is seeking students from
the Class of 2006 to volunteer as
Career Assistants for next year.
♦ Help students with career information
♦ Gain public speaking and leadership skills
♦ Leam about career & internship services

Applications & Info
available in Slavin 111
DEADLINE:

Mon, April 5th
Class of 2006
students
are eligible to apply.
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Campaign kicks off as candidates vie for top offices
By Jen Jarvis ’07
News Staff
Junior year is a big year for
college students, and with
elections fast approaching, the
Class of 2006 is searching for
more information about
ELECTIONS the candidates

who hope to
lead them in the busy upcoming
year.
The candidates for president
are Bridget Black ’06 and Matt
Weber ’06. Black feels she
could accurately represent her
class by staying in touch with
them.
“Being a good representative
of the class is basically what
being on Congress is,” she said.
She is “looking to improve
communication between stu
dents and Congress” as well.
She spoke of the energy of the
Class of 2006, and hopes to
direct that energy in positive
ways, possibly through a class
wide service project. “If people
want change, we can do it,”
Black said.
Weber has just finished his
second year as class president,
and he feels people now
associate him with getting
things done. “I have the
experience of Gray Davis, and
the charisma of Arnold
Schwarzenegger,” he said. He
cited the upcoming Lunch Lady
Appreciation Day he organized,
his success at attaining the
Travel Channel on campus, and
his work for next year’s JRW as
proof that “when people come
to me with ideas, I make them
happen.”
Brad Freeman ’06 is running
uncontested for vice president.
He served on Congress as class
secretary last year, and feels he
is ready to “take on a bigger
role.” One of his goals is to start
planning special events like
junior nights earlier to have
adequate time to make them
successful.
The two candidates for
secretary are Jen Norton ’06 and
Rachel Williams ’06. Norton
said she is looking forward to
getting more involved in her

class. “It’s the second half of
college, and I want to help start
it off on the right foot,” she said.
Williams is new to PC this
year, but has been involved in
student government in past
years. She describes herself as
very organized, and enjoys
being a part of things. “With a
little faith, we can turn
everything around.”
Tarra Dayton ’06 and Lauren
Ramondetta ’06 are running for
treasurer. Dayton, who has
served as treasurer for the last
two years, cites her experience
as her biggest asset. “We are in
the process of JRW, and it
would be difficult to switch
treasurers in the middle,” she
said.

It’s the second half of
college, and I want to
help start it off on the
right foot.
Jen Norton ’06

Ramondetta says she has
many good ideas to bring to the
table. She would like to help
raise more money for the class
of ’06 and is looking to bring
about change in Congress. “I
will listen to people’s ideas,”
she said.
On the subject of low voter
turnout for Congress elections,
many of the candidates said
they were disappointed.
“People don’t realize how
important [their vote] is to us,”
said Norton.
Black thought that many
people do not realize that voting
ends before dinner, and simply
forget to vote. Ramondetta
added that perhaps it is a lack
of attention-grabbing issues that
keeps people from voting.
“[Candidates] need to say what
gets people interested.”
The six people running for
the position of representative of
the Class of 2006 are Amanda
Valentino ’06, Kat Page ’06,
Kyle Seltzer ’06, Allyza Lopez
’06, Lindsey Sheppard ’06, and
Michael Demas ’06.

Top row (left to right): Presidential candidates Matt Weber ’06 and Bridget Black ’06.
Middle row (left to right): Rachel Williams ’06 and Jen Norton ’06 are running for secre
tary. Bottom row (left to right): Tarra Dayton ’06 and Lauren Ramondetta ’06 are the
candidates for treasurer.

A Message from the Office of Safety and Securit
Any vehicle found parked on campus without a valid permit will
he towed.

As previously advised no more parking permits w ill be issued this
semester.hi the last week Officers have towed 61 vehicles from
Campus for:
1. Having no permit
2 Fraudulent permit
3. More than 3 outstanding violations
STUDENTS SHOULD NOT RETURN FROM EASTER BREAK
AND PARK ILLEGALLY ON CAMPUS.
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Candidates hope to save the best for last
By Erin Ellingsen ’07
News Staff

Candidates for the Class of
2005 have thrown their hats into
the ring for the class officer
elections, scheduled for Tues
day, April 6.
George
Catrambone
’05 is the in
cumbentclasspresident. He has
held this position for the past
two years, and looks forward to
serving the class through gradu
ation. He wants to see Senior
Nights improve on this year’s
Junior Nights and suggests an
overhaul of the current meal
plan system, though his primary
focus is on creating a positive,
memorable commencement for
the Class of 2005.
Lindsay Comeau ’05 is op
posing Catrambone for presi
dent. She stresses class unity
and involvement. She would
like to see a clock in every class
room and an “Appreciation
Day” for the UNICCO workers,
who she feels are not enough
appreciated. After serving for
the past three years in Student
Congress, Comeau wants to
continue giving her class a voice
as president. She envisions a
great senior year for the Class
of 2005. Mikey Carey ’05 is
also running for president.
The vice presidential race is
hotly contested, with four can
didates running for the office.
Andrew Wallace ’05, who has
served on Student Congress
since his freshman year, said he
loves being involved and rep
resenting the students. A can
didate with experience, he
thinks that the class needs some

new ideas. He wants to orga
nize many activities to make
senior year more enjoyable
year, and to hold enough
fundraisers to be able to leave a
good class gift.
Mike Juralewicz ’05 feels
that many students are out of
touch with what is going on in
the school and he wants to rep
resent these students. He em
phasizes the involvement of the
entire class, not just the minor
ity involved in the student gov
ernment. He believes that mak
ing governmental and adminis
trative issues more relevant to
the students, especially to those
who feel out of touch, will in
crease participation.
Colin Orr ’05, a coach of the
Providence College-sponsored
Little League team, is running
for vice president as well. Over
the past year he said he has
gained an understanding of
Congress’ role and knows much
more about how it works. He
said that he wants to change the
way that elections are run in
order to make them more mean
ingful. To do this, he would re
quire candidates to state what
they would do if elected. In
keeping with his proposal, he
said that he would make Junior
Nights more ambitious, having
some in places other than
McPhail’s, and set up a senior
class service project. He also
believes that the Student Con
gress and the Pastoral Service
Organization should have a bet
ter relationship.
John McHarrie ’05 rounds
out the vice presidential ballot.
McHarrie, who has served in
Student Congress since his
freshman year, would plan a

TRACY DONADIO ’06/The Cowl

Top row (left to right): Presidential candidates George Catrambone ’05 and Lindsay
Comeau ’05, vice presidential candidate Andrew Wallace ’05. Bottom row (left to right):
Vice presidential candidates Mike Juralewicz ’05, Colin Orr ’05, and John McHarrie ’05.
All hope to represent their class during its last year at PC.
senior year to remember with
plenty of options for events. He
said that since it is the last year
of college before going out into
the “real world,” it is very im
portant to have a great senior
year to look back on.
Two races for the Class of
2005 are uncontested. Maile
Van Den Beldt ’05 is running
unopposed for secretary and
Colleen Laware is running for
class treasurer.
All candidates expressed

concern and disappointment
about the poor voter turnout.
Catrambone suspects that this
may be due to campaign restric
tions. Comeau called it “hor
rible.” In any case, Wallace said
that “everyone should vote, so
they’re really represented.”
McHarrie is adamant that vot
ing is targeted at freshmen and
sophomores who pass by vot
ing tables on their way to Ray
to use their extensive meal
plans. “There needs to be more

of an effort targeted at juniors
and seniors living off-campus,”
he said.
Some, however, think that
extra effort may not change
things. Van Den Beldt, who is
on the election committee, re
called sitting at voting tables
asking students to come and
vote, but they ignored the pleas
and kept walking. “Students
just don’t care,” said Van Den
Beldt. “It’s sad, but it’s true.”
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Competition strong in next week’s election
Class reps for the Class of 2005

Class reps for the Class of 2007

Julie Mark ’07

Stephanie Jarem ’07

Amy Berroyer ’07

Larissa Zuhoski ’07

AJ Politelli ’07

Julia Paulucci ’07

John Yodzis ’07

Maxine Kantor ’07

all above photos by: TRACY DONADIO ’06/The Cowl

Library Hours
during
Easter Recess
Wednesday, April 7, 8:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Thursday, April 8, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Friday, April 9,
Closed
Saturday, April 10,
Closed
Sunday, April 11,
Closed
Monday, April 12, 8:30 a.m.-l:00 a.m.

Concert
Featuring: The Providence College
Liturgical Choir
Date: Saturday, April 17, 2004

Time: 7:00 PM

Location: St. Dominic Chapel
Performing: Missa Brevis by
G.P. Palestrina and other selections
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Transfers: Retention rate remains high
continued from front page
being fulfilled.
“I always wanted to go to a good
business school, and Baylor has just
that,” said Pollock, referring to the
University’s standing in the top 50
business schools in the U.S.
Pollock also said he felt as though he
didn’t “fit in” with the students at PC.
“It seemed like I was in a school with
the same type of kids I had been with
my whole life, so I needed a change.
When I came [to Baylor] to visit, the
people were different - friendly,
welcoming, and a change seemed like
the right thing.”
While some don’t think PC is the
right fit, others look to the College as a
source of hope for a greater college
education.
Caitlin Moynihan ’06, who

transferred to PC from Syracuse
University at the beginning of last
semester, said she felt lost in the shuffle
at Syracuse. Coming to PC, she said, has
allowed her to learn and socialize in a
more welcoming and smaller-sized
university.
“I could walk around for a week of
classes at Syracuse and literally not see
anyone that I knew on campus or maybe
pass only three or four people that I
knew,” said Moynihan. “Here you pass
someone you know all of the time ... I
feel overall that people are more friendly
at Providence.”
The fact that some professors actually
get to know students at PC also attracted
her to the College.
“I feel as though it is easier to tell here
that the professors care and that they are
there for the students if help is
needed...there is more of a connection,”

she said.
When she initially came to PC in the
fall, Moynihan thought she had made the
wrong decision. The transition was
difficult, she said, because she missed
her friends at Syracuse, and was
overwhelmed with the idea of meeting
new people who had already been at the
school for a year.
Moynihan attended the orientation
session for transfer students, but said it
did not make her first few weeks any
easier. “I feel as though Providence did
not do a really good job of helping
transfers make the transition,” she said.
“What they called orientation was not
really much of an orientation at all.”
In addition, Moynihan said she was
forced to live in a six-man apartment
with four seniors who she did not know
and one other transfer student. “This is
one big problem I had with the way

Providence handles transfers,” she said.
According to Sharon L. Hay, director
of Students Activities Involvement and
Leadership (S.A.I.L.), transfer students
attend orientation at the same time as
incoming freshman who were unable to
attend their scheduled orientation.
The concurrent orientations are very
similar, said Hay, but transfers have the
opportunity to speak with a current
student who has transferred to PC in the
past. Throughout the first few weeks of
classes, the S.A.I.L. office also offers
specialized sessions in which transfers
can share with an administrator any
concerns or questions they may have.
“We see the difference between first
year students and transfers,” said Hay.
“There are many transfers coming to the
College for all different reasons and we
try to cater toward their own individual
needs.”

Courses: Numbering creates consistency across departments
continued from front page
have not taken the correct prerequisites.
Father Nowel said that they are not
expecting many of these problems, as
students have been notified of changes
in their Course Registration Lists and
will be cautious when selecting their
course numbers.
Father Nowel admitted that he feels
assured all the checks and balances in
the system will be completed in time for
registration. All of the changes made in
Providence’s Bannerweb system are
being fine-tuned by the Information
Technology Staff, which has been
working to ensure that students will have

no problems using the new course
numbers in the system.
“In order to ensure that students are
registering for the courses they want,
they should make sure the name of the
course they are looking for corresponds
with the number it currently is listed
under,” Father Nowel said. “Students
should also note that in the registration
book, the former numbers for courses
that we changed are there. This is another
way for them to double check their
selections to prevent registering
incorrectly.”
Among the departments making the
most changes, Father Nowel cited
Political Science, Art, Psychology, and

**Attention Students**
Start Earning Cash Now!

Work Part Time Now and Full Time in the Summer!

Must be at least 18 years of age. No experience
necessary.

Work as a Machine Operator or Shipper in a fast
paced automated environment producing bakery
products. Limited positions available.

> Potential to earn $14.15/hr. incentive pay
($12.35/hr. to start)!
> $1.00/hr. shift differential!
> We will work around your school schedule!
Check out our great summer program!!!
> Opportunity to qualify for an end of sum
mer bonus! (Average bonus of $400)
> Great schedules to choose from!
o 3 Days Off Per Week!! (8 hour shifts)
-oro 4 Days Off Per Week!! (10 or 12 hour
shifts)

Gold Medal Bakery
1-800-642-7568 ext. 799
dparentfcgoldmedalbakery.com

Music. He said that there has been
constant communication between the
faculty and the administration so that
everyone affected will be informed of
any changes along the way.
Dr. Stephen J. Lynch, Associate
Director of the Liberal Arts Honors
Program, felt that renumbering many of
the courses offered within the program
made choosing courses more logical and
consistent.
“Especially for freshmen trying to
negotiate course selection, the system
before could become confusing at
times,” Lynch stated. “The renumbering
shows the distinctly different levels of
courses.”
Lynch noted that the numbering
system for the Development of Western
Civilization program at the honors level
was different from the rest of the
program. This was remedied for the new
numbering system.
Dr. Robert H. Trudeau, Chairperson
of the Political Science Department, said
he is pleased that the College has
renumbered courses in a uniform
manner. Trudeau has hoped for a more
sensible, organized system for students,
for the past three years since the
department first suggested renumbering.

“It was pretty random before,”
Trudeau said. “We have made some
significant changes to promote precision
so that students know what the course
levels actually represent.”
Most students do not seem concerned
that the new course numbering will be a
nuisance for them, feeling that the new
guidelines have been very carefully
outlined and that the new numbering
system is easier to understand.
“I’m just going to double check my
courses before I register,” Melissa Smith
’07 said. “The old numbers are listed
underneath the new ones in the
Registration Booklet, so I can compare
them.”
Both Lynch and Trudeau expect very
few problems during registration for next
fall’s courses. Lynch said that because
the program has a relatively short list of
courses offered each semester in
comparison with other departments, it
would be easy for students to distinguish
the new course numbers from the old
ones. Trudeau noted that the Political
Science department had been in touch
with its students through the ANGEL
system so that they would be aware of
changes before selecting their courses
and to provide help with any questions.

Volunteer with Christmas in April!
Event: Saturday, April 24
Sign-up: Tuesday, April 13 and Wednesday April 14 in
Slavin

Contact Caroline Donohue at x3156 with questions.

Important Commencement Information
Pick up your senior packet:
Monday, April 5
Tuesday, April 6
Wednesday, April 7

... in Harkins 203
(The College Events Office)
You must pick up your senior packet in person.
Bring your PC I.D. card with you.
PLEASE NOTE: For those seniors who student teach or have internships
that prohibit you from picking up your packet during the designated days,
you need to contact the Office of College Events in advance to make alternate
arrangements. Exceptions must be cleared in advance by calling the Office of
College Events at 865-2344.

Cap & Gown distribution will be on:
Wednesday, April 28th
10:00am - 6:00pm
Mullaney Gym, Alumni Hall
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Elections: Class of
2007 candidates
gear up for tough
race
continued from front page
working to renovate the Slavin
courtyard. He also said that students
want soap in their bathrooms, which is
something he would work on.
“I think I have really good leadership
skills,” said Ciorlano. “I like to work
with other people.”
Ciorlano also said that she’d like to
have more class events. “I’d get people
involved who usually aren’t involved
with school activities,” she said. “I’d
listen to others so that I could make the
changes I feel are necessary.”
A third candidate for vice president,
Kim Krupa ’07, was unavailable for
comment.
Lindsay Palumbo ’07, who is running
for secretary, said she would like to have
more social events for the class so that
students could get to know each other
better, and wants to be more involved in
the student body.
“I’m also very organized, hard
working, dedicated, and motivated to
take on this job,” she said, adding that
being on the dance team has helped her
learn commitment and teamwork.
Mike Verzino ’07, who is also
running for secretary, is currently
secretary of the Alcohol Awareness
committee of Congress, and says he has
enjoyed the experience. “I like being in
the position where I can affect my class
and make sure that my class as a whole

I like being in the position
where I can affect my class and
make sure that my class as a
whole has a voice through
Congress.
Mike Verzino ’07

has a voice through Congress,” he said.
Verzino said that in order to keep
members of the class informed of class
events, he wants to start a class
newsletter.
Allie Spivack '07, who is running for
reelection as secretary, also said that she
would like to send out a class newsletter,
and that the current board has actually
discussed the idea. “I feel that I gained
a lot of experience working with
upperclassmen and Administration and
I would be a very effective secretary to
lead us through our sophomore year,”
she said.
There are two candidates for treasurer
of the Class of 2007. Jonny Styron ’07
is running for re-election. “I really love
just helping out my class and getting
involved and Congress has been a great
opportunity to do that,” he said.
Styron said that next year he would
like to have more class events, such as a
dance marathon for charity. He would
also like to have more publicity boards
where people could find out what is
going on with Congress, as well as email newsletters from the class.
Michelle Higgins ’07, who is also
running for treasurer, said that she would
like to plan more events and raise money
for the class. She said that in high school,
she had experience as both treasurer of
her class as well as the Student Council,
and therefore has experience raising
money.
“I think it needs a lot more publicity,”
she said of Student Congress, adding that
she would like to hold meetings in
lounges of residence halls to ask students
how they feel about different issues.
There are 10 candidates for five
representative positions for the class.
The candidates are Adam Truesdale ’07,
Patty Synnott ’07, Julie Mark ’07,
Stephanie Jarem ’07, Amy Berroyer ’07,
Larissa Zuhoski ’07, AJ Politelli ’07,
Julia Paulucci ’07, John Yodzis ’07, and
Maxine Kantor ’07.
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Judge denies mistrial for Tyco
by

Peter Smith ’04
World Staff

The controversial and much-publi
cized embezzlement case against Tyco
International Ltd.’s former Chief Ex
ecutive Officer L. Dennis Kozlowski
> took another turn
LEGAL Monday when the sit| ting judge denied a
request for a mistrial.
The denied request returned the trial to
an eighth day of deliberation.
Kozlowski and his top lieutenant
Mark Swartz stand accused of looting
Tyco of more than $600 million. The
two men allegedly stole $170 million
in Tyco bonuses and loans they failed
to repay. In addition, they were charged
with selling $430 million in Tyco stock,
the price of which they inflated by mis
leading directors and investors.
The mistrial request comes after two
newspapers, The Wall Street Journal
and The New York. Post, named one of
the jurors who reportedly favor the de
fense. The request followed reports that
described the juror as gesturing towards
the defense table making an “OK” sign
with her thumb and forefinger. The
Journal first used the juror’s name and
The Post took it a step further by in
cluding an artist’s rendition of the ju
ror making the gesture. Revealing any
information about a juror while a trial

is in progress has long been considered
a journalistic taboo.
Stephen Kaufman, Kozlowski’s law
yer, called for a mistrial saying that the
trial has been turned into a mockery be
cause of the press coverage of the juror.
New York Supreme Court Justice
Michael Obus had paused the trial to in
terview the juror in question, who told
him that nothing had happened that
would prevent her from deliberating “in
good conscience.” This came after a se
ries of notes from jurors to the judge last
week that described the atmosphere in
the deliberation room as “poisonous.”
The first note said the jury “contends that
one member has stopped deliberating in
good faith.” The lone juror, it said, felt
“persecuted.” A second note came 20
minutes later on Thursday —supposedly
from the maverick juror— and warned
that other members “do not have an open
mind as to possibility of the defendants
innocence.” A third note followed sug
gesting that the dissenter was alone in
his or her opinion.
Kaufman said he believes that the per
son was Juror No. 4. Obus did not make
the same connection, and reaffirmed his
faith in the juror. “It should be very ob
vious that this is a very independent
woman,” he said of the former teacher
and law school graduate. He added, “It
seems to me that it would be inappropri
ate to declare a mistrial when all 12 ju-

New York Times

New York Times

Dennis Kozlowski (left) former Tyco Chief Executive and Mark Swartz,
(right) his top lieutenant, are on trial for corruption charges.
rors, who have devoted six months of nal defense lawyer and former federal
their lives to this trial, are prepared to prosecutor, says that if there were a con
continue. While we do not operate in a viction it could very likely be thrown
vacuum, we should not let what was out. “After all that has gone on there
published in the newspapers dictate would be a very strong argument on
appeal”, Sorkin said. The case has re
what happens here.”
As an eighth day of deliberation ceived much attention partly because
came to a close Monday, speculation of its resemblance to the notorious
continued that the judge would ulti Enron and WorldCom scandals. The
mately have no choice but to declare a Tyco Corporation makes $36 billion a
hung jury. Lawyers say that at this point year in sales of electronics and medi
any conviction would stand a good cal supplies.
chance of being overturned on appeal
because it would appear that the dissent Sources: BBC, The New Zealand Her
ing juror was coerced into changing ald, Bloomberg
their stance.
Ira Lee Sorkin, a white-collar crimi

college news Crash causes travel trouble
by Jill Szaro ’05
World Staff

With Easter break on the horizon,
PC students may have to make new
travel plans due to a section of Inter
state 95 in Bridgeport, Conn, being shut
down last week. A tractor-trailer car
rying 12,000 gallons of fuel oil crashed
and burst into flames between exits 25
and 27. According to officials a car
forced the tanker into a guardrail, spark
ing a huge fire that lasted for hours and
damaged both sides of the highway.
The intensity of the fire melted the steel
support beams of the bridge, causing it
to buckle. While the southbound side
of the highway was practically de
stroyed, engineers for the Department

ODDLY
Enough

of Transportation believed the north
bound lanes could be salvaged.
Commuters were left with few alter
natives during the immediate days after
the accident. Tens of thousands of driv
ers use Interstate 95, the busiest highway
in New England and a major route be
tween Boston and New York, every day.
With a portion of the highway completely
closed to traffic, drivers had been urged
to avoid 1-95 and the Bridgeport area until
the highway was fixed. Motorists that
still chose to use 1-95 were diverted
through backstreets and other interstates
and routes in the area.
Originally, construction workers had
expected the highway not to reopen for
weeks, which would have seriously dis
rupted travel for commuters in the re

gion. However, recent developments
this week have allowed for work on the
highway to be well ahead of schedule,
including a $11.2 million grant from
Washington D.C., warm weather, ag
gressive repair, and a reassessment of
the damage that proved to be less seri
ous than previously thought. The north
bound lanes were repaired and reopened
over the weekend, and a temporary
bridge was assembled to bear south
bound traffic. The bridge is expected
to open at the end of the week. Because
the portion of the damaged highway was
completely closed to traffic, workers
were able to work much faster than dur
ing normal highway repair. According
to Art Gruhn, chief engineer for the state
Department of Transportation, “Take

any traffic off a road and you can do a
lot of things differently, you can do it
in half the time.”
For now, workers are intent on open
ing the road to travel as soon as pos
sible, which will be aided tremendously
by the completion of the temporary
bridge. Connecticut Governor John G.
Rowland is optimistic that travel on
both sides of the highway will be up
and running by the end of the week.
Furthermore, it is crucial that the high
way be accessible for next weekend’s
busy Easter travel. All motorists should
be able to access the highway in Con
necticut to travel wherever they need
to go.
Sources: Providence Journal, New York
Times

Where, oh where could those WMDs be?

President George W. Bush’s self-dep
recating jokes last week about the in
ability to find weapons of mass destruc
tion in Iraq may get him into trouble as
he defends his rationale for going to war
in the coming election.
Last Friday, Bush made a slide show
presentation at a dinner for journalists
and other correspondents. In one slide,
he was looking under a piece of furni
ture in the Oval Office. “Those weap
ons of mass destruction have got to be
somewhere,” he said. Then, showing
a picture of himself looking out the win
dow, he said, “No, no weapons over
there.” Displaying a picture of himself
on his hands and knees near the wall of
the Office, he said, “Maybe under
here.”
The audience of journalists, politi
cians, and others reacted to the presen

tation with hysterical laughter and ap
plause.
But it is not a laughing matter for
many. Some critics see Bush’s recent
bout of self-deprecation as a tactic to dif
fuse concern over the justification for the
war on Iraq that many lost their lives
fighting in.
“It's a tragic attempt at comedy be
cause the price that has been paid for this
endeavour has been an enormous one,”
said Sen. Frank Lautenberg (D- N.J.).
Officials at the White House said that
they didn’t give it a second thought, and
said that Bush was just poking fun at him
self. “The Democrats will go after any
thing, Republican National Committee
Chairman Ed Gillespie told ABC. “The
fact is that this is the custom in these
things. Presidents have made jokes about
very serious matters at these dinners. You

can hear the laughter, the people in the
room obviously saw the humor in it at
that moment, and to play it back now in
a different context is unfair.”
Yet Bush’s levity has given Demo
cratic presidential hopeful John F. Kerry
(D-Mass) ammunition to criticize
Bush’s sympathy with the public. “War
is the single most serious event that a
president or government can carry its
people into,” Kerry said in a written
statement. “George Bush sold us on
going to war with Iraq based on the
threat of weapons of mass destruction.
But we still haven't found them, and now
he thinks that's funny?”
Associated Press

— Sarah Long ’04

Sources: BBC, The Australian

Bush’s wit was well recieved at the
Radio and Television Correspon
dents Association Dinner, but raised
eyebrows the morning after.
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Local:
R.I. Senate considers gift ban
A Rhode Island Senate Committee
considered reinstating a ban on gifts to
politicians on Monday. Common Cause
and the League of Women Voters ex
pressed their support for the law in tes
timony before the committee.
Under current law, government offi
cials can receive $450 from any group
and must disclose any gift over $100.
Some senators supported an outright ban
on such gifts while others wanted to
lower the amount necessary for disclo
sure to $25.

Mass, passes marriage amendment
By a vote of 105 to 92, the Massa
chusetts legislature gave initial approval
to a state constitutional amendment
which bans gay marriage, but creates
civil unions for gays. The amendment
must be approved by the legislature
again next year and would have to be
approved by voters in 2006 in order to
be added to the state constitution.
Gov. Mitt Romney (R) will likely ask
the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
Court to stay gay marriage licenses un
til a final decision is made on the amend
ment.

National:
Senate bans violence against unborn
On Thursday, the United States Sen
ate passed the Unborn Victims of Vio
lence Act, which treats federal crimes
in which a pregnant woman is harmed
as having two victims, the mother and
her unborn child. The Senate approved
the measure 61 to 38. The same law was
passed by the House of Representatives
254 to 163 in February. The bill will now
be sent to President Bush, who praised
the law and said he will sign it.
According to opponents, the bill will
undermine legal abortion by treating the
unborn as human life. Supporters of the
law say it is intended to protect preg
nant women, and recognize two victims
if they are harmed. Also, abortionists are
specifically exempted from prosecution
under the law.

Rice to testify publicly
The White House agreed on Tuesday
to allow National Security Advisor
Condoleezza Rice to testify publicly be
fore the commission investigating the
Sept. 11 attacks. Also, President Bush
and Vice President Cheney agreed to
meet with all the members of the com
mission, whereas in the past they had
only promised to meet with the chair
men of the commission. The White
House accepted this agreement only if
they were promised in writing that Rice’s
public testimony did not set a precedent
that presidential advisers would be
forced to testify publicly in the future.
Dr. Rice had resisted public testi
mony, saying it would violate separation
of powers since members of the execu
tive branch, not approved by Congress,
are granted executive privilege not to

Sharon indictment looming
by Sarah Long ’04
World Editor 2002-2003

Things are not looking good for Is
raeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, and
some say he will have to resign amid
mounting allegations of bribery and cori ruption. On Monday,
MIDDLE j the Supreme Court orEAST| dered Sharon’s son to
' turn over tapes and other
records to the authorities. The leader re
ceived another blow this week when
State Attorney Edna Arbel recom
mended that Sharon be indicted.
However, the matter is ultimately up
to Attorney General Meni Mazuz. He
is expected to make a decision in the
next couple of weeks.
Two allegations have been brought
against Sharon and his family. Both
have to do with the misuse of money
and both involve his sons, making it dif
ficult for investigators to tie Sharon to
the crimes.
One allegation is called the “Greek
Island Affair,” in which a developer
gave approximately $680,000 to
Sharon’s son, Gilad, in 1999 in hopes
that he would influence his father to pro
mote a tourism project in Greece.
The other charge involves Sharon's
campaign finances. He spent more than
is permitted by campaign finance laws,
and in order to divert the debt he in
curred from this, his sons allegedly took
out a $1.5 million loan from the South
Africa-based businessman Cyril Kern.
Sharon also sought to mortgage his fam
ily ranch that he did not fully own.
According to Israeli law, ministers
who are indicted are required to resign,
but there is some question as to whether
this applies to the Prime Minister. Ana
lysts say that regardless of what the law
says, he will face enormous pressure to
leave office if he is in fact indicted.
The major implications surrounding
Sharon’s possible resignation is the
progress of Israeli’s withdrawal from its
settlements in the Palestinian-occupied
West Bank. Though the settlers believe
that they have a divine right to the land,
Palestinians and many critics in Israel

have to testify publicly. In light of Ri
chard Clarke’s charges that the Bush ad
ministration did not treat terrorism seri
ously enough before Sept. 11, both Re
publican and Democratic members of the
commission as well as the White House
agreed to this arrangement.

International:
Ireland bans smoking in businesses
Those entering pubs in Ireland will
find them smokeless after a ban on smok
ing at most Irish businesses took effect
on Monday. The debate over the ban has
raged across Ireland ever since it was
proposed last January by the Ministry of
Health.
Anti-smoking activists hailed the pro
hibition as a triumph for public health
hoping it would set a standard for other
countries. Some smokers and pub own
ers objected, feeling it was an infringe
ment on their freedom.
Eight terror suspects arrested
On Tuesday eight people were ar
rested in England on suspicion of being
involved in a terrorist plot. A total of
1000 pounds of ammonium nitrate fer
tilizer were found, which is necessary
ingredient used in making bombs.
There were few details on whether the
men arrested were believed to be asso
ciated with al-Qaeda. Officials said they
were acting on recent intelligence which
had indicated a major terrorist attack on
London was imminent.

Congress to increase welfare spending
The U.S. Senate voted Tuesday to
increase the amount of money that goes
to welfare recipients for child care, up
dating the 1996 welfare program.
The 78 to 20 vote will raise the total
federal amount by six billion over the
next five years. The vote came one day
after Bush released a statement that the
change was not needed.
The bipartisan proposal was drafted
by Sen. Olympia J. Snow (R-Maine) and
Sen. Christopher J. Dodd (D-Conn.). “If
the aim of welfare reform is to move
people off the welfare rolls and onto pay
rolls, if we want families to leave wel
fare and to stay off welfare, we have to
provide them with affordable child care,”
Sen. Snowe said. “Only one in seven, or
15 percent, of eligible children are now
receiving assistance with the cost of day
care.” Senate leaders say that they plan
to work with the House to work out the
differences.
Sources: Associated Press, New York
Times, Providence Journal, Irish Times

Weekly

Spotlight Ariel Sharon
by Danica Pecirep
World Staff

see the settlements as a festering wound
that perpetuates the conflict between Is
rael and the Palestinians. Sharon has
come to symbolize the stalemate be
tween public opinion, which indicates a
desire to return Israel to the pre-1967
borders, and Parliament’s.hard-line
stance in favor of Israel’s right to occupy
the territory.
In response to pressure to pull back
Israel’s borders, Sharon has been putting
together a plan to remove 7,500 settlers
from the West Bank. He responded to
critic’s claims that he is pushing ahead
with the plan in order to boost public
opinion, saying that he is acting “not be
cause, but despite” the corruption
charges.
Thus, for those who want to see Israe
lis withdraw from the settlements, the
dilemma is this— charges against Sharon
might spur him to proceed with his plans
quickly in order to stay in office, but the
process will likely come to a halt if he
resigns.
Sharon’s Likud party is already pre
paring for him to go and worry that the
coalition will fall if Sharon leaves. They
will have one week to appoint a new
Prime Minister. The frontrunner, former
premier Benjamin Netanyahu, does not
support the withdrawal from the settle
ments.
Sources: Associated Press, New York
Times, BBC

Smokng is
now
prohibited
in Irish
pubs.

’04

A man who has held many titles,
Ariel Sharon, Israel’s Prime Minister,
was born Ariel Scheinermann on Feb.
27, 1928 in Kfar Malal, a town in Pal
estine, which was then a British man
date. In 1942, Sharon’s military career
began when he joined the Haganah, an
underground militia that preceded the
Israeli Defense Force.
By 1948, he was commanding a pla
toon in the Arab-Israeli war. And by
1953 he held the rank of major, leading
a special operations troop that he
founded called “Unit 101which would
later be known for carrying out missions
across enemy lines, many of an exces
sively violent nature. By 1967, Sharon
held the rank of brigadier general, as he
led a powerful division into the Six-Day
War.
Between battles Sharon managed to
attain an education. He studyed His
tory and Middle Eastern culture at the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, and

earned a law degree from Tel Aviv Uni
versity.
In 1973, he retired from the military
and began his political career, being
elected to the Knesset, the Israeli par
liament, as a member of the right-wing
Likud party. However, he resigned from
this position quickly and was called
back to military service to command a
reserve division that captured a part of
the Suez Canal.
After having been dismissed from
military duty when his strategies were
called into question, Sharon returned to
the political realm. He became special
security advisor in 1975, and in 1977
was re-elected to Knesset. He was then
sequentially appointed. Minister of ag
riculture, minister of defense, minister
of national infrastructure, and foreign
minister. In 2001 Sharon was elected
Prime Minister of Israel. His current
term will be up in 2007, if he is not
forced to resign as a result of the recent
charges that have been brought against
him.
Sources: CBC News, Associated Press

who: Providence College
Best Buddies
What: Fundraiser at the Pizzeria Uno
Where: At the Providence Place Mall
When: Thursday, April 15th
How: Pizzeria Uno will donate 20% of all
checks to Best Buddies on the evening of April
15th when individuals present a special coupon
with their bill which states that they are support
ing Best Buddies. In order to
obtain a coupon
please see any Best Buddies club member or
email Amanda Lizza at alizza05@povidence.edu.
Have a great meal while supporting a great cause!
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FCC fights four-letter words
by

Andrew Blaylock ’05
World Staff

The Federal Communications Com
mission (FCC) has recently become
more stringent in their enforcement and
interpretation of what is appropriate and
. what is unacceptable to
NATIONAL
broadcast over television and the airwaves.
Thursday, March 18 the
FCC declared that the f-word was and
is completely inappropriate and there
fore banned from all radio and televi
sion broadcasts.
The ruling was in response to rock
star Bono of U2 who used the f-word
during the 2003 Golden Globe awards,
by saying, “this is really, really, f-----brilliant.” “The f-word is one of the
most vulgar, graphic and explicit de
scriptions of sexual activity in the En
glish-language,” said FCC Chairman
Michael Powell, “the fact that the use
of the word may have been unintentional
is irrelevent. It still has the same effect
of exposing children to indecent lan
guage.”
The finding rejected the FCC’s pre
vious position that occasional use of the
f-word was acceptable. Last October,
the commission viewed Bono’s com
ment as neither indecent nor obscene
because he did not imply or describe a
sexual act. The reversal of the October
decision marked the first time that the
FCC cited a four-letter word as profane.
The commission previously equated
profanity with language challenging
God’s divinity. To avoid another inci
dent, NBC broadcasted this year’s
Golden Globes award show with a 10
second delay. ABC followed their ex
ample and also employed a 10 second
delay during the Academy Awards.
NBC released a statement saying,
“We believe the commission made the

right decision by not fining us over the
regrettable Bono incident. As we’ve pre
viously said, Bono’s utterance was un
acceptable and we regret it happened.”
The FCC also proposed fining Infin
ity Broadcasting the maximum penalty
of $27,500 for a Howard Stem show
broadcast which occurred on July 26,
2001 on WKRK-FM in Detroit. During
this program, Stern referred to sexual
practices and techniques. The FCC was
made aware of the incident after receiv
ing a complaint from a Detroit listener.
Federal law prohibits radio stations and
over the air television channels from air
ing references to sexual and excretory
functions between 6 a.m. and 10 p.m.
because this would be the most likely
time that children would be listening or
viewing. The statute does not apply to
cable and satellite channels or satellite
radio.
Earlier this month, the House of Rep
resentatives approved legislation that
would increase the fine for indecency to
a maximum of $500,000. Similar legis
lation is still pending in the Senate. Talk
show host Howard Stern, who has the
countries third-largest morning show
with five million listeners, has encour
aged his followers not to vote for Presi
dent Bush in November. This follows a
FCC ruling in which Clear Channel
Communications, the country’s largest
proprietor of radio stations, was fined for
remarks made by Stern and others on his
show which was deemed to be improper
by the FCC. Clear Channel followed the
fine by removing Stem from six of thenradio markets.
A recent study conducted by the Cen
ter for Public Integrity, a nonpartisan or
ganization which documents indecent
incidents and their fines, reported that
almost half of the $4 million worth of
fines proposed by the FCC since 1990
have involved the Howard Stem show.
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Ask
PC
Should smoking
be banned in
Providence bars?

Howard Stern’s controversial radio
show has resulted in $4 million in
fines for indecent language.

“No absolutely not. I have the
right to a smoke and have a
few beers. Why should I have
to go outside?”
Danny Renehan ’06

The fact that the use of the (fword) may have been uninten
tional is irrelevent. It still has
the same effect of exposing
children to indecent language.

“Yes. Don’t people know
smoking kills you? Why
should we have to die too?”

FCC Chairman Michael Powell

Stacey Denigris ’04

The crackdown on inappropriate lan
guage and references even has extended
to National Public Radio. Broadcaster
Sandra Tsing Loh was fired after she
used a four-letter word which were later
judged to be unprofessional and unac
ceptable to broadcast over the airwaves.
This indicates a trend that radio and tele
vision stations are no longer willing to
allow their employees to place their or
ganizations in a position where a pos
sible reprimand and fine from the FCC
could occur.
Sources: ABC, Associated Press,
Denver Post

“Yes, cause I don’t like having
my jacket smell when I come
home.”
Carrie Hutnick 06

“No. A bar’s a bar. If you’re
going to be drinking you’re
going to have to deal with
people smoking.”
Kim Ahern ’06

“Yes. I don’t think it would
work but I wish it would.”
Sarah Cardone ’07

“I have mixed feelings.
Maybe some bars could and
others wouldn’t.”
Kathleen Ryan ’07

“Yes. One in four Rhode
Islander’s smoke, that is their
choice. But why should those
who choose not to smoke be
affected?”
Andrew Wallace ’05

“No. I’m not a smoked but it
doesn’t bother me.”
Conner O’Boyle ’07

“No. Musicians smoke, so they
should be allowed to do it in a
nightclub.”
Jon Burre ’05

Compiled by Kathryn Treadway ’06
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Commentary
Trustee bureaucracy in
new business program?
theless, if open dialogue on an
issue were encouraged, the
different perspectives and
The recent creation of the unique areas of expertise of the
varied members of the College
Division of Business Admin
istration raises many questions. community would greatly aid
Clearly, the implementation of the decision-making process of
an entirely new the Board of Trustees.
Open discussion about the
ACADEMIC! bureaucratic deLIFE
partment will intention of the Board of
Trustees to create the new
have many ram
ifications. According to Dr. division no doubt would have
Hugh Lena, President of the raised questions regarding the
Faculty Senate, Dr. Thomas status of PC as a liberal arts
Canavan, Vice President for college, the potential for
Academic Administration, has creating faculty division, and
spoken before the Faculty the precedent for autonomy, all
Senate to this end, and it was issues which I myself have
also mentioned at this year’s raised. Even if the Board made
Annual Faculty Meeting. the same decision, at least it
Additionally, the leadership of would have been made with
the Faculty Senate has met with openness and knowledge of the
the accreditation consultant potential dangers and ram
who advised the creation of the ifications, and these could then
new division. However, the be properly dealt with. Un
administration did not consult doubtedly, open discussion
the Faculty Senate at large among members of the College
regarding the creation of the community with diverse per
new division, but according to spectives would raise the whole
Lena, it is not necessarily within range of concerns, something
the domain of the Faculty which simply is not plausible in
Senate to advise or endorse the the consultation of the few.
creation of an administrative Instead, by making the decision
structure.
without this openness, the
How can a limited group of administration seems to be
people (with their individual, moving towards their alllimited perspectives) have important goal of business
understood the whole range of accreditation while blind to
potential consequences? It these potential dangers.
appears that only the Board of
What is truly frightening
Trustees, the Office of about the lack of dialogue
Academic Administration, the among the college community
leadership of the Faculty with regards to the creation of
Senate, and Dr. Teodros the Division of Business
Getachew, Special Assistant to Administration is that nobody is
the Vice President for the frightened. So many of the
accreditation process, were bodies within the school are on
aware that creating a new a “need to know” basis with the
administrative structure was a administration that they no
possibility. Perhaps it is not longer mistrust their lack of
within the domain of the input and/or authority, or even
Faculty Senate; the Student perceive it as abnormal. At
Congress, or any other other schools this may be
governing bodies within the construed as bureaucratic
school, to advise or endorse any secrecy, but here at PC it is sadly
administrative decision. None accepted as the norm.
by

Stephanie Pietros ’04
Commentary Staff

World yawns at Sudan ethnic cleansing
by Juliette Paul ’05
Asst. Commentary Editor

In 1992, during the Sudan
government’s declaration of a
jihad on the African people of
the Nuba Mountains, my family had the honor
of
befriending a
WORLD
Sudanese priest,
who would usu
ally come to stay with us when
he visited the United States.
My relationship with Fr. Jo
seph, who was a tall man with
jet-black skin, white teeth, and
a melodic Sudanese accent, pre
maturely instilled in me a
unique worldview at a young
www.imc-la.com
age. “Pray for the Sudan,” he
A Sudanese refugee woman and her children.
would constantly entreat my
family. His reports of the regu
At the heart of the Sudan was to look for a party to blame.
lar massacre of entire villages, civil war are two very different Yet, Sudan coverage dwindles.
the intense hatred for and ille
cultures, Arab North Africa and The general apology of major
gality of Christianity, and wide
black sub-Saharan Africa, try
newspapers has been Khar
spread drought and starvation ing to control one country. Al
toum’s refusal to allow report
were horrific. As a child, it was though fighting has been occur
ers into Darfur. For those dedi
difficult to understand the total ring since Sudan’s indepen
cated and humanitarian report
obliteration of humanitarian dence in 1956, the current civil ers, Khartoum’s refusal for cov
rights, especially when hearing war began in 1983, when a erage should be an incentive to
it from the soothing voice and group of southerners formed the “use the power of the media for
gentle presence of an African Sudan People’s Liberation good” and flood the world with
priest sitting at our white, Army (SPLA) to fight the gov
stories concerning the continu
middle class American dinner ernment and its imposition of ation of ethnic cleansing in
table.
Islamic law. Although the SPLA Sudan, which its government,
As an adult, I can look back is still the main rebel force con
disturbingly enough, is attempt
on my early knowledge of the trolling most of the south, the ing to keep discreet. A reporter’s
genocide occurring in Sudan Arab “Janjaweed” militia is re job is to make people know and
and recall the minimal concern sponsible for the ethnic cleans
care about important issues,
and intervention the world has ing of racially and culturally with the hope that terrible in
shown for the ethnic cleansing distinct tribal groups in Darfur, stances will end through their
of innocent civilians, which has mainly the Fur, Zaghawa, and non-tolerance, whether it hap
been happening there for over Masseleit. Many Africans who pens through humanitarian or
twenty years. An estimated two escaped to the Chad region, in
political activism. However, the
million Sudanese have been cluding various tribal chiefs, Sudan cannot be helped if
killed since the current civil war described the Janjaweed as people do not know about it.
began in 1983. “And the world “warriors on horseback,” de
This is the first problem.
yawns,” as Nicholas D. Kristof claring racial hostilities such as,
The second problem is that
bluntly put it in the March 27 “You are the opponents to the the sparse information available
issue of The New York Times. regime, we must crush you. As through the news media is frusThe lack of real intervention, you are black, you are like tratingly confusing and contra
which has now resulted in the slaves.”
dictory. The U.N.’s March 15
unrestrained genocide of at least
The slow reaction of the in Sudan Assistance Bulletin re
1,000 Sudanese per week as ternational community to such ports that attempts have been
well as 700,000 refugees, shows obvious declarations of ethnic made to urge the Sudanese gov
an overall disturbing sense of cleansing, comparable to and ernment to assume its responsi
self-concern in the U.N.’s lead maybe even worse than Nazism, bility to provide protection for
ing nations, all African leaders, exhibits an unethical lack of vulnerable groups. For years
and, to be honest, the knowl concern for fellow humanity.
SUDAN/Page 12
edgeable citizens of the world.
My first reaction, naturally,

Sept. 11 panel ineffective because of self-interest of politicians
Courtney ArkellFargeorge ’06
Commentary Staff

by

The National Commission
on Terrorist Attacks Upon the
United States had barely been
able to finish its second day of
i trials before the
WAR ON breakout of poTERROR litical chaos en’ sued. The hear
ings began on Tuesday, March
23, and on Wednesday former
Coordinator for Counter
terrorism Richard Clarke gave
a damaging testimony regarding
the Bush administration. By the
end of the first week of the trials
it appeared that the Com
mission’s mission, which is to
form an account of the events
preceding and following Sept.
11, had been temporarily
forgotten by the nation’s leading
politicians. The effects that
Clarke’s testimony could
potentially have on the
presidential election, as well as
the questionable marketing
tech-niques surrounding the

pub-lication of Clarke’s new
book, quickly gained priority in
the media coverage of the
hearings. During its first week,
the Commission had caused
new political controversy
instead of beginning to clear up
the already existing controversy
surrounding the events of Sept.
11.
Clarke is a Republican who
worked in national security for
30 years. He worked for the
Reagan, Clinton, and both Bush
administrations. His recently
released book, Against All
Enemies: Inside America’s War
on Terror, contained sharp
criticisms of the present Bush
administration. Clarke claimed
that the administration chose to
focus on the problems of Iraq
and on Saddam Hussein. It
recognized the danger posed by
al-Qaeda, but that danger
tended to be overlooked. Clarke
asserted that more could have
been done to help prevent the
Sept. 11 attacks. He echoed the
criticisms of the Bush
administration found in his

book during his testimony on
March 24. His confession,
“Your government failed
you...I failed you,” immed
iately made the headlines of all
major media outlets.
The Bush administration
was soon countering Clarke’s
testimony. Bush’s strongest,
and really only selling point for
the upcoming presidential
election is that he knows best
how to deal with the war on
terror.
Clarke, with his
testimony, could have sig
nificantly weakened the heart of
the Bush campaign. The Bush
admin-istration stumbled to
fortify its crumbling foundation.
Repub-licans claimed that
Clarke had lied under oath and
that his March 24 testimony
contradicted a classified
testimony that he had made two
years ago. However, the con
tent of the two-year-old tes
timony would have to be
declassified in order for Clarke
to be convicted of perjury.
Several Republicans also
decided to attack Clarke’s

character and ethics.
Democratic presidential
candidate John Kerry saw a
chance to take advantage of the
Bush administration’s current
weakness. Kerry stated that the
Republicans were unjustified in
making accusations against
Clarke’s character and accused
them of “character assass
ination.” Once Kerry had
released this opinion, the
Commission became the scene
for a presidential debate.
Piecing together U.S. history
since Sept. 11 was not the
primary concern of either
candidate. Bush and Kerry
were only thinking about their
own success as politicians and
completely forgot about the
concerns of the American
people. Americans were
probably far more interested in
finding out the truth of what had
been going on in their country
for the past two to three years
than in seeing Bush and Kerry
turn the spotlight onto them
selves.
Clarke is as guiity as Bush

and Kerry of using the Com
mission for self-promotion. His
book was released the day
before he testified. He knew
that his testimony would cause
a commotion and help him sell
books. This ploy to sell books
could appear like a well planned
marketing scheme, but it was
done in poor taste. There have
been numerous entrepreneurs
who jumped at the opportunity
to make money selling knickknacks and Sept. 11 para
phernalia. Clarke is just one
more American who used the
national tragedy to enhance his
own personal wealth.
The Republicans will most
likely pursue their attack on
Clarke and attempt to convict
him of perjury. Kerry will
continue to take every chance
he gets to criticize the Bush
evidence released during the
trials. Clarke’s book will also
become a best-seller. The
mission of the Commission will
unfortunately continue to be
overshadowed and pushed aside
by political debate.
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Tangents and Tirades

Letters to the Editor:

A few complaints for our last issue before Easter break.
Enjoy!

Passion criticism undeserved

Long-term planning probably necessary
For those seniors who, like myself,
thought worrying about the future merely meant figuring out what to do next year,
think again. A new government report projects that Medicare will be broke by
2019, while Social Security is expected to be depleted by 2042 (handily, right when
we are approaching our 60’s and retirement age). At the risk of being overly cynical,
isn’t being faced with a tough job market and stiffer competition for getting accepted
to graduate school (partly a result of the job market) enough to worry about without
the added stress that we won’t even have the comfort of a fixed income and help
with our prescriptions when we’re 65? - Steph Pietros ’04

The Old West may not be so bad
In response to the March 25 “Manifest
Westiny” tangent of my good friend and fellow writer, Chris Ackley ‘06,1 would
like to write an apology for the American West. After coming to the East Coast for
the first time three years ago, I soon realized that my appreciation for “Fields of
Dirt” was an aesthetic taste unique to Midwesterners. Although not much can com
pare to skiing in Vermont or running on a Cape Cod beach, there is something to be
said for playing capture the flag in cornfields. I truly sympathize with Chris’s spring
break experience. I myself have been complimented by many a toothless, flannel
clad farmer who was impressed by my ability to count change. “Don’t worry about
her, she goes to college,” they tell my boss at the local diner where I work, and
proceed to ask me on a date. Personally, I think driving on a warm summer night
over Union Pacific railroad tracks, past “Potter’s General Store” and “Aunt Amilda’s
Amish Furniture Shop,” with nowhere to go even if you wanted to, sounds like a
good time. By the way, sorry about Io wans smelling your hair, Chris. I don’t really
know what to say to that. - Juliette Paul ’05

Words being missed in New England Why is there no word for a person from
Massachusetts? I come from Pennsylvania, and citizens of that state are called,
surprisingly enough, Pennsylvanians. Rhode Islanders live in the smallest state of
the union, while Californians live on our opposite coast Following these prece
dents, people from the great state of Massachusetts would be Massachusettsians or
Massachusetters, right? But neither of these work. Connecticut and Maine also
have these problems. Although these states are famous for many great things, like
lobster and maple syrup, and hosted more than a few of the events that changed
American history, they somehow forgot to name their citizens during those first
few years. Now when I go home and talk about my friends from school, most of
whom are from Massachusetts and Connecticut, I stumble in my attempts to call
them by a name. - Caitlin Ford ’05
Show them the money While most of us were busy studying hard here in Provi
dence (civ, econ, or Brad’s, depending on your major), our parental units back
home were most likely engrossed with something entirely different the new tuition
bill. This year, tuition will be increasing by approximately 7 percent and while
some may be more than willing to break out daddy’s checkbook to anty up the
dough, others may feel strangled by this new financial crisis. The rate increase
comes after countless work study jobs on campus have been eliminated because of
massive budget cuts. These cuts in federally-funded financial aid packages came
with hardly any warning, and have left too many students high and dry without any
spare cash. It is a good thing we can afford to give huge scholarships to the basket
ball team so they can have their own “walkie-talkie” cell phones. Until I grow three
feet and learn how to miss free throws I guess I’ll just have to use the payphone.
—Mike Massey ’06
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I’ve seen and heard many and varied
reactions to Mel Gibson’s movie, and
want to help sort them out.
I think it is a sort of ignorance to
expect a film to do everything. I think it
is also unreasonable to expect it to be
perfect, on the level of the works of God
that are great beyond our com
prehension, but given to us to ponder.
These are given to us, suffering man, the
intelligent and not so, the humble and
not so, the merciful and not, for our
salvation.
I think that Gibson has done well to
be a servant of this gift. I can see his
prayers and meditations, and I can see
that his journey is not as profound as that
of an Aquinas or a John of the Cross.
He is a man of our day, extremely
talented and insightful, witnessing to
much of what is worth hearing, if we

have ears to hear.
Some reactions may well be
indications that this film isn’t for
everyone, and that it can oversimplify
or distort something of the fullness of
the Gospel.
I run into this last point in people’s
grasp of the mysteries of suffering and
God. This is the area of my doctoral
studies, and of course, the central issue
of the film. It is very difficult to get the
whole picture and hold onto it well.
Better said, it is difficult to let God hold
us in Christ and the faith of the Church,
and then use our minds well to sort things
out.
I’m going to see it again today (March
27), for the fourth time.
Fr. Elias, O.P.

PC basketball should receive more credit from fans
I am writing in response to the letter How, then, to explain Ryan Gomes, who
by Corrington Hwong ’68 in the March was recently named an Associated Press
25 issue of The Cowl. In his letter, Mr. First Team All-American? Is he not a le
Hwong stated that he wrote the PC Ath gitimate, top, student-athlete? If “lack of
letic Department to voice his opinion talent” was to blame for the team’s late
about “three reasons PC should not re season struggles, as Mr. Hwong sug
ceive an invitation to this year’s NCAA gests, then how was the team so success
Men’s Basketball playoffs: three losses ful for the first 25 games of the year?
in a row.” To assert that the Men’s Bas
Was the end of the Friars’ season dis
ketball team did not deserve a tourna appointing? Certainly. But to state that
ment berth based on the last three games the Friars did not deserve to be in the
of the season is ludicrous. Teams are NCAA tournament and that PC cannot
granted NCAA tournament berths based attract top players indicates, to me, a lack
on their entire season and the Friars were of knowledge of college basketball. The
more than deserving of an invitation to team simply hit a cold streak at the wrong
the Big Dance based on their entire sea time of the season. Coach Tim Welsh has
son.
and will continue to bring talented col
While the last four games of the sea lege basketball players to Providence
son were disappointing, that should not College.
diminish the accomplishments of this
As a die-hard PC hoops fan, I felt the
year’s team. The Friars defeated four need to respond to Mr. Hwong’s letter.
teams (Illinois, Connecticut, Alabama, In my four years at PC, I have seen two
and Syracuse) that made the Sweet Six tournament teams, and two teams that
teen, and they came within less than a honestly weren’t that good. This year’s
tenth of a second of defeating another team was very good. They put Provi
(Texas). How many teams can make the dence back on the national basketball
same claim? At one point in early March, map and positioned the program for suc
the team was ranked No. 12 in the entire cess for years to come. The team should
nation, the highest ranking for a PC team be proud of their accomplishments and
since 1978. You could put the Friars’ cre know that Mr. Hwong and others who
dentials up against nearly any team in jumped off the bandwagon following the
the nation. The fact is, they deserved to late season struggles are in the minority
of Friar fans.
be in the NCAA tournament.
Mr. Hwong goes on to assert that “the
College does not have the ability to at
Bob Rodak ’04
tract legitimate, top, student-athletes.”

Sudan:

world reaction too slow
continued from page 11

now, Khartoum has not responded. I
blame the U.N., not Khartoum, for al
lowing such inactivity. On the other
side, in the March 11 issue of The Wash
ington Post, Khidir Hauroun Ahmed,
Ambassador to the Embassy of Sudan,
stated that the U.S., more than any other
UN member, has brokered “painstak
ing efforts” for peace, and that the
Sudan is attempting to rein in the mili
tia. In this case, the news media and the
UN, which both report the inaction of
the Sudanese government, could be
blamed for misinformation. On the
other hand, in the March 27 issue of The
New York Times, Shyaka Kanuma,
United Nations High Commissioner for
the Refugees Country Office, placed the
majority of the blame on all African
leaders for remaining “utterly” uncon
cerned.

Amidst all these contradictory facts,
one thing remains clear. Innocent
Sudanese are trying to tell the world of
the atrocities committed against two
million of their slaughtered family,
friends, and tribes. Due to the length and
complexity of the war, the many par
ties voicing concern without effective
action, and the rejection of all interna
tional news media by Khartoum into the
region of Darfur, it is difficult to blame
one group for 20 years of genocide. In
the case of ethnic cleansing, we are all
guilty.
My family has not heard from Fr. Jo
seph for years now, which is strange and
disheartening. I wish him well and will
continue to “pray for the Sudan,” since
prayer and spreading awareness is the
first step toward ending such a travesty.
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Catholic Charities loses moral and legal battle
Judge rules against organization in birth control trial
by

Terence Sweeney ’06
Commentary Staff

A perennial issue in legal and political
discussions in the United States is
keeping religion out of the public sphere.
Some argue for more religion in the
government, some argue
NATIONAL for none at all. State
interventions in relig• ious groups are rarely
discussed. The government is not
allowed to interfere with religious
groups’ activities and beliefs as long as
that religious group is not harming its
adherents or others. Over the past month
this is exactly what has occurred in
California. On March 1 the California
Supreme Court ruled that Catholic
Charities must supply birth control to its
employers under their health insurance
plans even though the Catholic Church
is strongly opposed to birth control. In
effect the state is saying that faith-based
organizations cannot determine their
own moral policies.
California has a state law on the
books that states all employers must
supply health insurance coverage for
contraceptives. The law further states
that religious organizations are exempted
from this law. The California Supreme
Court in a response to this law and a
subsequent suit over the lack of coverage
for the employees of Catholic Charities
has ruled that Catholic Charities must
provide coverage for birth control.
Catholic Charities is a non-profit
organization that provides a plethora of
services to all people regardless of their

Symbol of the Catholic Charities
beliefs. It also hires people regardless
of their creed. Because of the
willingness of this Catholic organization
to aid those with different beliefs, they
will now be forced to pay for
contraceptives that the Church believes
are immoral.
The Church argues that all human life
is sacred, that sexual intercourse should
occur only in a marriage, and that the
life-giving potential of the action should
not be blocked artificially. For this
reason, the Church states that
contraceptives are immoral. The
California state government should not
intrude upon the moral stand of a

religious group. The ruling majority in
the case argued that because Catholic
Charities employs non-Catholics, serves
non-Catholics, and does not preach
Catholic doctrine, it is therefore not
considered a religious organization and
will not be exempted from the state law
regarding birth control.
According to Judge Janice Rogers
Brown - who wrote the dissenting op
inion - stated that, “The government is
not accidentally or incidentally inter
fering with religious practice; it is doing
so willfully by making a judgment about
what is or is not a religion.” The
California Supreme Court is in effect
declaring that it alone has the right to
declare what is and is not a religious
organization within California. This is
an infringement on the religious rights
protected by the Constitution. Catholic
Charities is an organization with a clear
moral and religious purpose, and it has
strong ties to the Catholic Church. In
addition, much of its funding comes
from the Church itself. This is not a
secular charitable organization; it is a
religious one with all of the rights that a
religious organization should have. The
Cal-ifornia Supreme Court is stepping
out of its bounds by its recent ruling.
The Government has no right to force
religious organizations to partake in
activities that they find morally
unacceptable. In effect, Catholic
Charities is being punished for having
the audacity to have a religious mission
while still aiding those of different
creeds. One would think that the state
would support such practices rather than

hindering them. Catholic Charities
supplies aid in all forms to a wide variety
of people and because of this, California
is forcing them to pay for something they
consider a sin. The threat that this type
of state interference could spread is a real
one.

The ruling majority in the case
argued that because Catholic
Charities employs non-Catholics, serves non-Catholics, and
does not preach Catholic doc
trine, it is therefore not consid
ered a religious organization and
will not be exempted from the
state law regarding birth control.

20 states have laws like California’s
regarding birth control and similar legal
struggles await Catholic Charities and
organizations of its kind. The great fear
of many religious groups is that soon
they will be made to pay for health
coverage for abortions. The state
government of California, the U.S.
Congress, or the Supreme Court must
intervene in order to prevent such
interference in religious organizations.
The state has no business infringing on
the rights of its citizens in a religious
group to form its own moral standards,
nor does the state have the right to force
a religious institution to participate in an
action they consider morally repugnant.

Gay marriage debate is too religiously based
by Matt Rand ’05
Guest Commentary

I spent this last weekend with my
boyfriend at a Bed and Breakfast on the
Cape in celebration of our one year
anniversary. After a blissful sojourn, I
plummeted from the
GAY
stratosphere down to
MARRIAGE reality with the gravity
of a mass email found
among messages from my friends. It was
from the Christian Family Coalition.
This was the second email I have
received, and it is difficult to say which
of the two emails I despise the most.
The first email, which I received on
Feb. 27, was in support of President
Bush’s decision to support the Federal
Marriage Amendment. In this message,
various quotes from Bush’s speech
supporting the amendment to the U.S.
Constitution are given: “After more than
two centuries of American jurisprudence
and millennia of human experience, a
few judges and local authorities are
presuming to change the most
fundamental institution of civilization.”
The letter goes on to thank Bush for his
support and provides a link where people
can thank Bush for his support of the
legislation. First of all, I would not thank
George Dubya for the disservice that he
has done to our country in providing an
atmosphere where discrimination against

gays and lesbians is viewed to “protect
marriage in America.” Nor would I
thank him for his support of an
amendment, which is the first amend
ment to ever introduce discrimination
into the U.S. Constitution. Thank him, I
think not.
The next letter I received more
recently, on March 27. The message of
this letter was not as forthright as the last
letter; it was more insidious. Within the
email, I was asked to provide an
emergency donation of at least $25 so
that the Christian Family Coalition will
be able to defeat a “homosexual
indoctrination bill.” I thought that
explicitly telling children that intolerance
and hatred of homosexuals is
unacceptable would have a positive
effect on our society. The Christian
Family Coalition seems to view
prejudice of homosexuals as a value
which should be furthered in future
generations. I guess that is why I am
not a member of the Christian Family
Coalition.
What the mailing effectively says is
that gay people are going to indoctrinate
this country in their evil ways. I mean,
just look at what the Fab Five have done
on Queer Eye for the Straight Guy!
Those evil gays, you j ust turn your head
and “Poof!”, your bland wardrobe is
replaced by fashionable designer wear
and your hair looks better with their

seducing potions of gel, pomade and eye
of newt (ok, maybe I got caught up in
the witch hunt with the last one).
I digress; let’s get back to the issue at
hand. After careful review of the concern
for gay marriage and the arguments of
the Christian Family Coalition, I came
to the conclusion that the issue is not
necessarily with gay marriage. I’m sure
that sounds like a confusing and

After careful review of he
concern for gay marriage and
the arguments of the Christian
Family Coalition, I came to the
conclusion that the issue is not
necessarily with gay
marriage...People are not as
offended with gay marriage as
they are with gay marriage in
the Church.
enigmatic statement, but it is the truth.
People are not as offended with gay
marriage as they are with gay marriage
in the Church (Synagogue, Mosque, etc).
This is the reason as to why religion has
had such a strong stance on gay
marriage. Many people are worried that
synagogues, churches, mosques, and
other places of worship will be overrun

with gays and lesbians running down the
aisles to get married. As a gay man, I
think I can say with certainty that this is
not what I, or any other gay man or
lesbian woman, want. It is also not
possible for the government to impose
this on religion.
The gay community is not looking for
a religiously affiliated ceremony or for
religion to recognize marriage between
gay couples. What is being asked is of a
secular nature, more in the realm of civil
rights. I think that any person who does
not cloud their mind with religious issues
would agree that a gay man or woman is
just as much a person as someone who
is straight. So then, why is it that a
person who is gay is not afforded the
same rights and privileges as a person
who is straight? That is the heart of the
issue, and is where emphasis should be
placed. However, I feel that the message
will be lost as it has been even now. All
I can do is hope that people will make a
decision that is not based on their
personal religious convictions, but on
what they believe to be the right of every
individual that resides in our great
country; freedom for all.

Editor’s Note: The opinions expressed
in Guest Commentaries, as in Letters to
the Editor, are solely those ofthe author,
and do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of The Cowl Editorial Board.
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The
The continuing pursuit of Veritas
Moderator
Muses
by Frank Caliva ’04
Editor-in-Chief 2003-2004

by Dr. Kirk Brague
Outgoing Moderator
This issue of The Cowl is the last
under the leadership of Frank Caliva and
the outgoing 2003-04 Editorial Board.
I would like to offer my congratulations
to them and the rest of the staff on a fine
year as student journalists, and to offer
my best wishes for the new 2004-05 Edit
Board and staff, to be led by their Editor
in-Chief. Lauren DeMauro. Frank set a
great leadership example for Lauren to
follow as she leads a new and eager
group of Cowl journalists.
As The Cowl’s moderator for the last
five years, it has been both a privilege
and an adventure for me to work with
and on behalf of literally hundreds of
writers, editors, copy editors,
photographers, ad reps, and the five
different editors-in-chief and Edit
Boards. I am not a journalist by training,
but I have substantial experience
providing administrative support and
guidance to a variety of student media,
including newspapers, radio stations,
yearbooks, and magazines at three
different institutions. Just as important
-1 believe in the value of student media
to the institution and to the experience
of the student journalists.
I have been impressed throughout my
17 years of media advising with the
genuine interest and dedication to the
process and production of print and
broadcast media. Usually this interest
in not career driven, but rather, the result
of a search for connection with the
college community, as well as a bridge
to an adventure which may enhance
skills, offer friendships, and present
opportunities for creative achievement.
And of course there is a legitimate
resume entry to snag, but not in lieu of
the journey.
I would expect many of The Cowl
staff will have fond memories of their
involvement with the paper (and press
clippings to reinforce those memories
and achievements!). In much the same
way, the members of Amigos Unidos,
and the Marketing Club, and the Pep
Band will find a sense of connection and
fulfillment in their active involvement
as student group members and leaders,
and this will also be a cherished entry in
their collegiate experience. Our campus
would be so much poorer in spirit and
community if students didn’t come
together to pursue common interests
within the student club framework. And
so, the campus community benefits
directly from the involvement of
students who are themselves, growing
through the extracurriculum.
Our campus needs involved students
to help create the “P.C. experience” and
the existing student groups, as well as
the groups-to-be are integral to that
experience. Research suggests that such
involvement can positively impact
student satisfaction with the college
experience, as well as students’ rate of
retention. Beyond that, there are
memories to be made, friendships to be
nurtured, leaders to be developed, and
dreams to be realized. But it starts by
students getting involved - the T’ in the
SAIL Office’s title and mission.
Due to some reorganization in the
Student Services division, I am
relinquishing my moderator duties to
Richy Kless, a fine colleague in Student
Services and an SCE instructor. So,
while I will miss out on the rewards of
working with these dedicated student
journalists, I will remain the WDOM
moderator.... And there’s nothing quite
like college radio and college DJs to
liven an administrator’s ho-hum day!
Having been a student jock at WSBFFM, and having lived and breathed
college radio for three years, I remember
well where they’re coming from, and
cherish those memories.

A couple of years ago, I took a course
entitled Classical Political Theory. I’ll
never forget studying Socrates, the ever
probing, always-questioning truth seeker
of Athens, who more often than not an
noyed his intellectual sparring partners.
One class in particular stands out in my
mind - we were discussing Socrates as
a “gadfly”, an ever-present pest to some,
but to others a man genuinely and deter
minedly seeking out the best for his city.
In the middle of the discussion, Andrea
Essner, outgoing Student Congress
President, said, “The Cowl is the Socratic
gadfly of Providence College.”
It was perhaps the highest compli
ment I have ever received in my three
years on The Cowl.
As I consider this, my last issue of
The Cowl, I can’t help but think back on
the over 50 other issues of the newspa
per that I have played some part in. Many
times, I know our stories have provoked
anger, disappointment, even outrage per
haps, on the part of many on this cam
pus. Some of these feelings are well
placed, and looking back I can see many
things I would have done differently. At
the same time, I believe that perhaps

these feelings, are often compliments in
themselves.
Whatever else can be said about it,
The Cowl creates discussion on this cam
pus, and brings to light issues that while
can be uncomfortable to many - espe
cially the administration - might not be
mentioned otherwise, and must be ex
amined if there is to be any growth, any
positive change, in the PC community.
I love PC deeply, and it will be with
great pride and genuine feeling that I call
her my “alma mater” in a few short
weeks. But I would be doing her a dis
service if I, or any of my colleagues on
the paper, offered our devotion
uncritically. At times, it is necessary to
criticize or challenge the status quo, to
raise questions and concerns, and yes,
to make people uncomfortable. When
done rightly, we do this not for sensa
tionalism or out of malicious intent, but
as aspiring journalists who want what is
best for PC, and are only gently but
firmly calling the College back towards
what we believe is the fulfillment of its
motto - “Veritas” - when it sometimes
stumbles along the way.
We too fail at this task, probably more
often than not. But when we succeed, I
believe we participate in a tradition that
stems back to ancient Greece, a tradi

tion that is the very essence of what
Providence College represents. This tra
dition can be best summed up by the
words we are told Socrates lived his life
by - “The unexamined life is not worth
living.” If we in any poor way have lived
up to this short but powerful sentence
by our work on The Cowl, I would say
we have done pretty well.
It has been my distinct pleasure and
high honor to work with so many won
derful and special- individuals, far too
many to mention, during my time on The
Cowl. I am fully confident that our new
Editor-in-Chief and her associates will
more than live up to the tradition that
stretches back to The Cowl's founding
in 1935.1 look forward to what they will
accomplish in the future.
It is with even greater anticipation
that I look forward to what the College
will become in the next few years. I be
lieve PC is at a crossroads in its history,
and decisions will no doubt be made in
the near future which will set the course
the College takes for decades to come.
It is my hope that these decisions will
be made in the light of Truth and with
the wisdom of Socrates.

Free press and PC can go hand-in-hand
by Joan Barker 04
Managing Editor 2003-2004

As a farewell to both The Cowl and
the Providence College community, I
would like to take this opportunity to talk
about an issue that has been weighing
on my mind for quite some time. Though
the issue is one that is considered a moot
point, I, as a person caught in the middle
of a seemingly dubious battle, feel the
affair merits disclosure on the pages of
The Cowl before the chance has past.
Last year at about this time, I assumed
the position of Associate Editor-in-Chief
of The Cowl. I quickly learned that the
task of running the student newspaper
was more complex than it had originally
seemed, especially in regards to The
Cowl’s relationship with the College
administration. I realize that at certain
times The Cowl is required to exercise a
certain amount of sensitivity to the way
that potentially controversial articles are
approached. However, in accom
modating the Administration’s concerns,
The Cowl does the College a favor, as it
must do in many cases, by omitting or
judicially editing a story that has the
potential to attract negative attention to

PC.
Unfortunately The Cowl
simultaneously does itself a great
disservice by sometimes disappointing
the Providence College student body,
faculty, staff members and countless
readers who expect newsworthy topics
to be covered at the highest standards of
journalistic integrity possible. So many
people view The Cowl as one of the only
avenues of truth (not to be confused with
criticism or bad publicity') on this
campus. As an executive editor for the
past year, I hold much responsibility, and
as you can tell guilt as well, for my part
in censoring at times, an organization I
believe so strongly in and support so
dearly.
Moreover, I remain saddened,
particularly after having attended several
National Media Conferences and
speaking with other college newspapers
of small, liberal arts, religiously affiliated
schools who do cooperate, without
having to capitulate, with their
administrations—college newspapers
that, on the other hand, experience the
opportunity to run their presses with the
freedom and integrity that should be
granted any journalistic enterprise.

My only hopes for the future are that
no editor on this paper has to deal with
the kind of pressure myself and others
have had to deal with from the
Administration over the past year. While
I know The Cowl will continue to use
tact and truth in its reporting, I only hope
that the administration realizes the legal
and ethical standards it is undermining
in its attempts to continually censor the
most powerful voice on this campus. The
administration holds The Cowl to high
standards in abiding by the mission
statement of the school. However, The
Cowl should not be treated as a
mouthpiece or publicity tool by the
school; a restrictive action that would
inhibit, the “essential dignity, freedom,
and equality of every person.”
Censorship, whether masked in the form
of a constitutional clause or done in more
subtle ways, in no way reflects the idea
that “Providence College prepares its
students to be responsible and productive
citizens to serve in their own society and
the greater world community.”
(All quotes taken from Providence
College Mission Statement).

Career advising fosters post-grad relationship
by Lauren Wholley ’04
Associate-Editor-in-chief 2003-2004

According to the College’s mission
statement, “Providence College prepares
its students to be responsible and
productive citizens to serve in their own
society and the greater world
community.” As Commencement Day
approaches, many seniors are probably
reflecting on their preparedness for
leaving PC and entering the real world.
Along with the seniors’ fast approaching
transition to alumni status comes a new
host of insecurities and concerns,
including grad-school, independent
living, and, of course, finding the first
post grad job. I guess it is comforting to
think that so many alumni have been in
the same position that we find ourselves
in now and have survived. However,
with the Alumni Career Advising
Program being suspended for the fiscal
year, I cannot help but worry that finding
a job just got a little bit tougher.
The Institutional Advancement
program, headed by an out-of-house
consultant, provided alumni with resume
critiques, cover letter writing advice, and
networking services that are vital to
finding a great job. Like so many other
programs at PC, this one seems to have
reached its budget. True, a suspension

does not mean a cut, but with the hit-ormiss job market, soon to be graduates
may need all the help they can get come
May.
What will happen to seniors who
waited until after graduation to start the
serious job search? I know someone
who was going to finish out the year
strong in terms of grades and activities,
then put her best foot forward in job
interviews this summer. So, now I...I
mean, she is in major trouble.
The Office of Career Services has
proven a valuable resource for finding
my internship and putting me on the job
planning path to success. But, despite
these experiences, I still do not have a
post-grad job. I understand that alumni
are not being completely cut off from
networking programs and the online
directory, but I assume the College
would want to foster alumni relations,
considering PC’s relatively small
endowment.
Meet any Providence College grad in
the real world and they are bound to gush
about their time as a student. There
seems to be a high level of alumni pride
for PC, so why don’t more alumni
support the College monetarily? Maybe
it has something to do with the inevitable
disconnection between the school and
the student after graduation. The

College’s goal should be to hold onto
these ties, but the suspension of the
Career Advising Program is just another
way of letting alumni lose touch with
their alma mater.
Yes, I want to leave my mark on PC,
literally, by having my name on a brick
on Lower Campus. Yes, I will sacrifice
part of the freshmen activity fee that my
parents paid in 2000 to benefit the 2004
Senior Giving Program. But, if I can’t
find a job because of a mediocre resume
without anyone to critique it, then no, I
am not going to be able to make alumni
donations to the school. I might not even
be able to eat.
I want to graduate from PC saying
that my experiences here have made me
an educated, responsible, and productive
citizen. I want to be able to talk some
undergrad’s ear off about how amazing
our school is. But, I also want to leave
knowing that PC will not forget about
me until it is time to solicit some cash.
Alumni are the best free publicity an
institution can receive, and to alienate
them would be a mistake. The College
should reconsider the value of the Career
Advising Program for maintaining
relationships with graduates and bring
it back as soon as possible.
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A lovely night for Dancing

Blackfriars’ production of Dancing at Lughnasa uses family,
memory, and the power of the jig to stoke the fires of home
by Anna

Kukowski ’06
A&E Staff

With the soft click of knitting needles,
the gentle, plodding footsteps of a
confused brother, and a centrally
positioned wireless radio, this household
speaks a story.
THEATER
And Dancing at
REVIEW
Lughnasa by Brian
Friel has quite the
story to tell. During Sunday afternoon’s
production, the audience learns a little
of life’s irrevocable bonds, and its
rewards and punishments.
Providence-area veteran Bob
Colonna directs this play. Colonna has
been in numerous Trinity Repertory
productions, has involved himself in
many Shakespearian productions, and is
active in New England-area com
mercials. During the auditioning
process, Colonna decided against using
the previously planned Translations, by
Brian Friel, and instead chose the 1992
Tony Award winner Dancing At
Lughnasa by the same author.
When the show opens, we learn that
it’s 1936 in Ballybeg, County Donegal,
Ireland. Michael (Jeffery Dujardin), now
a grown man, narrates this story, which
is a collection of experiences from his
summer as a seven-year-old child. Here,
a lost brother, a youthful child, and five
animated, unmarried sisters contribute to
the story of one sparkling August, and
its effects on everyone’s lives
forevermore. A colorful array of
personalities inhabit this Irish home. The
stem Kate (Elizabeth Clark ’06) has held
down home and hearth while older
brother and priest Jack (Dave Quinn ’04)
ministers precious Catholic values to the
peoples of Africa. Kate and her sisters—
the demure Agnes (Jill Palmer ’07), the
slow-witted Rose (Katie Hughes ’06),
the spirited Chris (Betsy Jensen ’05), and
the vivacious Maggie (Katie Cheely
’04)—have gotten through tough
economic times, made a home for Chris’
illegitimate child Michael (the only time
this small boy appears within the action
is Dujardin speaking a few lines from
offstage), and have watched the passing
of their own youths. But these women
do not forget fun and family—dancing
and music are central forces in keeping
this family afloat.
But life faces its climactic moment
when Jack returns to his sisters’
household in Ireland as a sick, lost man.
He is neither the brother the women
remember nor the priest whom the
community expects. Jack’s return,
paired with the unexpected visits from
Michael’s fleeting father Gerry (Erik
Anderson ’06) forever end Michael’s
nostalgic impressions of youth.
These sisters are quite the handful,
and offer laughter and tears to the
performance. Each has her own distinct
personality pinned down to a science.
While doing work at the kitchen table,
Clark peers incessantly over her wire
rimmed spectacles with a skeptical
eye—she is the head of the house, and a
firm keeper, at that. Yet when we look
carefully, Clark has her soft spots,
especially with Michael and Jack.
Uninhibited, Cheely bellows her
“pagan” songs, willing to keep the family
in high spirits at any cost. Jensen
illustrates youth’s transitory nature with
her wistful dancing, her hope-filled
interactions with Anderson, and her

PHOTOS BY ADRIENNE JOHNSON '05

When Irish eyes are smiling:
Above: Kate (Elizabeth Clark
‘06), Jack (Dave Quinn ’04) and
Maggie (Katie Cheely ’04)
discuss Jack’s travels. Right:
Agnes (Jill Palmer ’07), Chris
(Betsey Jensen ’05), Rose (Katie
Hughes ’06), and Maggie have a
girl talk. Pillow fights and
discussions about cute
boys to follow.

motherly instincts. Palmer is a hard
worker, and shines in her character’s
quiet nature. Finally, Hughes’brilliantly
simple innocence adds the essential
finishing touches to this bond—that has
many different faces, but one, solid
background.
Sisterhood is not the only side of this
spirited family. When Quinn confusedly
wanders on stage for the first time,
unaware of his native language, his
surroundings, or of even his own sisters,
this familial bond at once becomes more
complex. He’s full of surprises: he
approves of Jensen’s child, he swiftly
jumps on top of the kitchen table while
describing tribal practices, and he
produces the most unexpected of
comments. He’s not what anyone
remembers. Quinn presents this
dynamic character well. Unfortunately,
as sporadically as Friel writes in Jack’s
interactions with the sisters, he also
mysteriously omits his character from
the script during certain scenes. Because
of his dynamic and influential nature, I
found myself wishing to see a little more
of Quinn’s pivotal figure, especially in
certain scenes during the first act.
The chemistry between Anderson and
Jensen illuminates a distinctly atypical
form of love and of relationship—adding
a small side plot to this reflective
storyline. Here Michael can see his

Like the plot at times, the set appears
mother in a human light, and try to make
sense of what he can remember of his concrete and unmoving. It is a simple
parents’ unconventional relationship. set, reflecting the simplicity of this Irish
Friel adds an introspective look into the family’s way of life (the wireless is in
relationship, and the actors really make the center of the stage, and becomes one
it their own with their flirtatious, of the most powerful aspects of the
household). Yet, more movement would
forbidden actions.
The things truly Irish to this plot— have broken up the sporadic monotony
the Irish dancing and the Irish accents— of the script. Its only movement occurs
prosper in this production. The accent at the play’s beginning. Here, the
(helped along by dialogue coach Sheila tattered and disheveled objects that
Hogg), one of the hardest but most create this household are strewn about
crucial aspects of each character, is in in a disorderly fashion about the stage—
all cases consistent and unwavering. The much like Michael’s interpretation of
dancing, which is choreographed by past. During Dujardin’s opening lines,
Kieran Jordan, adds vibrant movement actors wander on stage to turn the table
to the scenes. The actor’s hard work and right side up. They gather and arrange
preparation has paid off through these the dishes, and reassemble the pieces of
difficult challenges.
the childhood memory. These actions
Dancing at Lughnasa is more a are creatively touching, and more like
collection of thoughts, feelings and these might have added to the lack of
reactions, than a dynamic, complicated, movement on stage. More movement
and changing plot. It is easy to get would have intensified the effect of this
wrapped up in the emotions of many of aesthetically pleasing, practical set.
the characters. Certain long mono
What is this play about? Well, it’s
logues, however, can lose one’s attention about five sisters, everyone seems to
easily. The first act, much longer than answer. But that answer doesn’t give
the second, drags during some of these Dancing atLughnasa justice. Really, it’s
spots. The slow pace continues into the about memories and it’s about
second act. Thankfully, Quinn wakes up relationships—those of sisters, brothers,
the audience a little bit by walking right lovers, and children. And it’s about fun
through some plates on the ground—a and dancing.
good thing, since crucial, emotional facts
are soon to follow.
GRADE: B
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Picks Urban Elements
Finally,
intelligence
in
rap
of the NYPD targets hip-hop artists with new task force
Week
by

by

Stephanie A. Smith
A&E Editor

movie

Star Wars Trilogy
irected by George Lucas
D
I have been given a lot of slack
for loving Star Wars. Trust me,
bringing up “galactic battles” in
conversation will not win you any
cool points. Nevertheless, as J. Lo
says, “I'm real" and I won’t hide
my admiration for the best trilogy
since The Divine Comedy. If you
really watch Star Wars, you’ll re
alize that it’s an intellectual jour
ney through every possible hu
man emotion. So what if it’s in
outer space? It’s a film about the
human condition.

music

Kayne West
The College Dropout
Rocafella
Ah yes, I remember the days
when I hated rap. They have long
since past and now, although I
don't even pretend to know the
first thing about “real” hip-hop, I
enjoy it. My favorite CD right now
is Kayne West's The College
Dropout The first time I heard it I
instantly loved it. Not only do
many of the songs have the sig
nature Chipmunk-like background
vocals that I find so hilarious, but
also there is a song about Jesus.
Enough said.

BOOK

The Great Gatsby
By F. Scott Fitzgerald
I know that this is one of those
generic books that you have to
read in tenth grade and analyze
for symbolism until you want to
die, but I love it. I love the charac
ters, the Roaring Twenties, the
lavish parties, the romance and
the beautiful language. I always
picture myself at one of Jay
Gatsby’s parties with a stylish bob
and a glass of champagne, sitting
next to the swimming pool. Real
life could never be this glamorous,
so thank goodness for F. Scott
Fitzgerald.

Joe Mavodones ’05
A&E Staff

Cops and rappers aren’t exactly
friends. They never have been, and
probably never will be. Police officers
have always been the oppressive
roadblock that tried to slow down hip
hop’s arrogant swagger. Basically, the
police have always been the Newman to
rap’s Seinfeld. Ever since hip-hop
originated, cops have been there to arrest
graffiti artists, protest against violent
lyrics, and take legal action against all
of those “wild” rappers in the world.
Last week, the New York Police
Department acknowledged a new phase
of their war against hip-hop. After a two
month investigation, and countless
denials from top police officials, the
NYPD admitted that they have
established a Rap Intelligence Unit that
keeps tabs on rap stars and their
entourages, using surveillance teams to
monitor what rappers are doing, where
they’re going, and who they’re
associating with. As Officer Doris
Garcia, a NYPD spokesperson, con
fessed to The Village Voice, “We have
an intelligence division and we have
detectives that monitor the music
industry and any incidents regarding the
music industry.”
Wait. A Rap Intelligence Unit? To
monitor rap stars? Is this necessary?
Aren’t there other issues the NYPD
should be dealing with? Well, let’s take
a look at the facts.
Granted, police officers have a right
to feel threatened by the violence
portrayed in hip-hop. Remember Ice-T’s
“Copkiller”? Or Cypress Hill’s “I Could
Just Kill A Man”? They ’ re not really cop
friendly anthems. Just think of the
violence expressed in other songs, like
Tupac's “Hit ‘Em Up”: “My fo-fo make
sure all ya'll kids don’t grow/We’ll bomb
on you motherf------ s /We the mob /We
ain’t nothing but killers.” When cops
hear incriminating lyrics like these,
combined with the perpetual violence
and drug use in many urban areas, who
can blame police officers for
investigating rap stars? As one lieutenant
with the NYPD told MTV.com, “[Hip
hop] is a culture that cops find very
offensive... It’s the total antithesis of
what cops believe... [Rappers] want to
glamorize guns and the drug trade, but
there’s a lot of innocent people whose
lives are ruined, little kids getting killed
in random shootings, and for them to
glorify that lifestyle, it’s just repulsive
to most cops.”
Over the past few years—while the
NYPD denied the existence of a HipHop Task Force—countless rappers have
been singled out by New York police
officers. In 2001, the NYPD created a
spreadsheet detailing the make, model,
color and license plate numbers of cars
owned by several rap artists who have
had previous run-ins with the law,
including DMX and Guru of Gang Starr.
Later that year, Jay-Z and his bodyguard
were arrested for weapons possession
after their SUV was pulled over and
searched after a performance in
Manhattan. On New Year’s Eve 2002,
50 Cent and members of his entourage
were arriving at a club in New York when
undercover cops searched their car and
found two guns. Everyone in the car was
charged with weapons possession. Last
year, NORE, Fabolous, and Stic.man of
the group dead prez were all arrested in
separate incidents for gun and drug
possession after they were each stopped
and searched by police officers.
However, all of these events boiled
over with the NYPD’s announcement
that a task force designed to monitor rap
stars actually exists. Many in the hip hop
community felt singled-out and vic-

911 ain’t a joke: Clockwise from above left: Rappers 50 Cent Lil’ Kim,
Snoop Dogg, and 2Pac have all seen the backseat of a squad car, and
we’ve got the pictures to prove it. With the New York Police
Department establishing a new Rap Intelligence Unit, more
hip-hop artists may follow.

timized before the official announcement
of a Rap Intelligence Unit, but now,
many are concerned that their fears of
discrimination are becoming part of
reality. Russell Simmons, the modern
day fashion mogul and a grandfather to
much of the hip-hop community,
believes the NYPD has overstepped its
boundaries. In an interview with The
Village Voice, Simmons noted the bias
exhibited by the NYPD. “[The police]
don't follow around every rock and roll
outlaw,” Simmons claimed. “They
should be following around all these
drug dealers that are real obvious. You
know who the drug dealers are. You
know all of their names. Why are you
wasting your police force energy on
singers?”
Simmons raises a valid point. While
the NYPD does have a right to be
concerned about the violence and drug
use glorified by many rappers, the
question remains: is a Rap Intelligence
Unit really necessary? I don’t think so.
Just because a few rappers may live a
violent, crime-ridden life, doesn’t mean
that everyone associated with hip-hop is
an evil criminal. We don’t look at every
baseball player and baseball fan as a
steroid junkie, just because a few players
choose to increase their strength and
performance by using steroids. So why

do the same with rap stars? Why waste
taxpayer money on monitoring rap stars
when there are more important issues
plaguing much of society? Shouldn’t the
police be focusing on making our streets
safe from terrorist activity? Last time I
checked, 50 Cent wasn’t nearly as
dangerous as a suicide bomber.
On Big L’s track “Da Enemy” from
the album D.I.T.C, the late rapper sums
up the hip-hop perspective concerning
the NYPD’s bias towards rap stars:
“Listen Columbo / you’re mad because
your money come slow / And what you
make in a year I make in one show / Now
you wanna frisk me and search my ride
/ Call me all kinds of names try to hurt
my pride I You’re just mad cause I’m a
young cat, pockets dumb fat / Talkin bout
where the gun at, I been there and done
that / I’m through with that illegal life,
I’m stayin legit ... To bring me down
them Jakes will do whatever it takes I
them federals got my phone and my
house tapped / Praying that I fall for the
mouse trap, I doubt that.”
As Big L implies, young, wealthy
rappers are targets. Although this song
was recorded in 1998, Big L’s fears—
which at the time may have been seen
as conspiracy theories—are now proven
facts. Rappers beware: the cops have
their eyes on you.
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My Fair Ladykillers

Tom Hanks’ hilarious new crime flick proves that although
he usually plays the nice guy, he is just as good being bad
by Pat Egan ’05
Asst. A&E Editor

When you think Tom Hanks, you
think nice guy. And when you think of
Tom Hanks’s characters, you’ll likely
remember the majority of them to be
warm, honest, kind
MOVIE
men (just look at the
REVIEW kinds of characters
he’s played in films
like Forrest Gump, Philadelphia, and
Saving Private Ryan and you’ll
understand exactly what I’m talking
about). Well, in the Coen Brothers’ latest
feature, The Ladykillers, Hanks does
away with his traditional nice-guy image
to play an eccentric professor-turnedcriminal-mastermind. The results are,
more often than not, hysterical.
Although this character is most certainly
not the Tom Hanks you’re used to seeing
on screen, he once again proves himself
to be one of the finest actors of our time.
The Ladykillers is a remake of the
1955 film of the same name starring Sir
Alec Guinness and Peter Sellers. In the
Coen Brothers’ updated version, the
setting has been moved from London to
New Orleans with Hanks playing the role
originally played by Guinness. In this
modern version, Hanks, as Professor
Goldthwait Higginson Dorr, is the
ringleader of an eclectic group of
criminals planning a massive heist of a
New Orleans riverboat casino. The heist
requires that an underground tunnel be
dug to enter into where the casino stores
its money, and so the Professor, under
the guise of a renaissance musician, rents
a room in the home of the seemingly
harmless Mrs. Munson (Irma P. Hall).
Naturally, complications ensue.
Hank’s Professor Goldthwait
Higginson Dorr ranks right up alongside
The Dude (Jeff Bridges’s character from
The Big Lebowski) as one of the greatest
characters ever conceived of by the Coen
Brothers. Hanks, sporting a devil-style
goatee and a mop of hair that comes to a
point on his forehead, speaks ornate,
wordy sentences in a slow, southernDixie drawl. He struts around slowly
and dresses in what looks to be the oldfashioned garb of your typical southern
gentleman (cane, top-hat, and overcoat
included). Hanks milks this character
for everything its worth and while
watching him on screen, it’s easy to see
that he had a great time filming this
movie. This is easily one of the more
memorable performances Hanks has

The Coen brothers play is safe and don’t stray
from the mustache formula: Tom Hanks
(above) grew the type of villainous facial
hair usually reserved for Colonel
Sanders to play the riverboat
heist mastermind in Ladykillers,
but is outranked by the General,
played by Tzi Ma (right) and
his Hitler ’stache.

given, and it’s certainly his best comedic
performance to date (with Bachelor
Party being an oh-so-close second).
The rest of Hanks’ band of criminals
are almost as funny as their fearless
leader. Marlon Wayans plays the
Professor’s inside man (he’s a janitor
aboard the riverboat). Wayans is
hysterical. He spits out obscenity after
obscenity and doesn’t utter one
politically correct line throughout the
entire movie (watch for the sequence in
the "waffle-hut”—Wayans steals the
scene right out from under Hanks). Tzi
Ma (I ve never heard of him before
either) plays the General, the Professor’s
military expert. A wordless, chain
smoking character with a Hitler
mustache, the General is one of those

guys you see on screen and just can’t
help but to laugh at. Everything this guy
does is going to make you crack up. And
then there’s the explosives expert, played
by J.K. Simmons. He suffers from IBS
(irritable bowel syndrome), so he is
indeed explosive. The Coens use
Simmons solely for cheap laughs. Some
might have a problem with this kind of
bathroom humor (bathroom...get it?), but
I don’t. I thought Simmons was
hilarious.
Now, as you’ve probably gathered,
the majority of this movie is very, very
funny. There are a few jokes, however,
that just fall flat. And there are a handful
of scenes that, although enjoyable, run
on just a little too long. That being said,
however, this is still the best comedic

film by the Coen Brothers to date. In
fact, I think that it’s probably my favorite
of their films (The Man Who Wasn’t
There is going to have to settle for second
place, with Fargo a close third). Why
do I consider this one my new favorite?
Simple. Tom Hanks. He’sjustsodamn
good in 77ie Ladykillers that you can’t
help but enjoy this film.
Even if you’re not a fan of dark
comedies, you’ll probably get a kick out
of this movie anyway. And I’m still a
big fan of Tom Hanks the nice guy, but
after seeing him in The Ladykillers, I’m
hoping that he will continue breaking
away from the good guy image in the
future.

GRADE: B+

Ben makes a great Jersey Girl

If in Jersey only the strong survive, Ben Affleck’s newest flick won’t
by

Stephanie A. Smith ’06
A&E Editor

This week, Jersey Girl
opened behind Scooby Doo 2.1
could end the article right there,
but I feel as though some expla
nation is required, for Kevin
Smith’s sake. The creator of Jay
and Silent Bob goes soft with
his newest film and though he
should be praised for moving
away from gross-out humor and
broadening his horizons, Jersey
Girl has received little support
due to one fatal mistake: putting
Ben Affleck and Jennifer Lopez
in the same movie.
Actually, J. Lo only appears
in the opening credits, for about
fifteen seconds. Then she dies.
Ben’s character, Ollie Trinke,
mourns for his wife and has an
other challenge in front of him:
caring for his infant daughter.

His wife had died in childbirth.
Soon after, he loses his publi
cistjob due to verbally abusing
Will Smith. He then decides to
dedicate his life to his baby
daughter. Seven years later, he
works for a small New Jersey
town as a streetsweeper with his
father (George Carlin). Just
when it seems like his romantic
life has pretty much ended,
Ollie meets Mya (Liv Tyler) in
a video store and he turns his
life upside down. And it all
starts with his renting of a
porn...with his daughter present.
Affleck is solid as Ollie; he
pulls off all the typical Kevin
Smith sarcasm seamlessly.
Even when he cries, which is
often, he is reasonably believ
able. His “normal guy” perfor
mance is the film’s strongest
point. He is confident and bitingly humorous at times, yet

sensitive at others.
On the other hand, Tyler is,
unfortunately, annoying. And I
usually like her. Her character
is weird, for lack of a better
word. She admits to having a
very healthy sexual appetite and
is constantly giggling at noth
ing. She is a completely empty
character.
Smith’s script is hilarious at
times, like when Ollie has to try
to change his daughter’s diaper
for the first time. Her character,
Gertie, is adorable thanks to
both the actress, Raquel Castro,
and her cute but smart lines.
Just the two of us: Ben Affleck (left) and Raquel Castro
Castro steals the hearts of the
(right) hold Jersey Girl together with their touching
audience within minutes of ap
father/daughter moments.
pearing on the screen. She isn’t
perfect, though. All she wants movie. It’s just what you’d ex fear not, there are cameos from
in life is to watch Dirty Danc pect; there are no surprises. As Matt Damon, Jason Lee and
ing and sing showtunes in the long as you don’t expect to see Will Smith himself.
school recital.
all the usual Kevin Smith inside
Jersey Girl is not a bad jokes, it’s worth a watch. And GRADE: B
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N.E.R.D. enters a no Fly zone
Pharrell and Chad of the Neptunes try to live up to their Superman
status on Fly or Die, but end up looking more like Clark Kent
by

Matt Hess ’05
A&E Staff

N.E.R.D.
Fly or Die
Virgin
The Neptunes have become the
superheroes of Planet Hip-Hop. They’ve
joined forces with the likes of Jay-Z,
Busta Rhymes and Justin Timberlake to
save the world one
MUSIC hit record at a time,
NOTE blowing away the
bad guys and win
ning over the honeys with their
seemingly endless arsenal of booty
shaking beats and tractor beam hooks.
But no one’s allowed to be a full-time
superhero, even if you are The
Neptunes—it’s just part of the rules. So
what happens when Pharrell Williams
and Chad Hugo retreat back into that
tricked out Superman telephone booth?
Well, the same thing that happens to
every other superhero: the flashy red
spandex vanishes, and the gangly,
awkward, and far less spectacular alterego emerges.
N.E.R.D. is the other self that
Williams and Hugo must assume from
time to time, and in many ways, the
music they produce sounds much less
like the superhuman soundtrack of The
Neptunes, and more like the tunes of an
average man. Utilizing a far riskier,
unstructured, and explorative sound,
N.E.R.D. meanders through the quirks
and eccentricities of daily life that
superhero status denies. And while the
heroic feats of The Neptunes are
recorded in the annals of other artists,
the everyday struggles of N.E.R.D. must
be found in their very own exploits.
Williams and Hugo’s first cape-less
venture into the real world came in 2002,
with the release of N.E.R.D.’s first
album, In Search of... Originally, the disc
echoed the output of their alter-ego a
little too closely—the tracks were laced
with tons of skittering beat patterns and
other digital touches that were perhaps
too reminiscent of The Neptunes’
previous work. To better articulate their
new sound, Williams and Hugo recruited
longtime buddy Shea to help lay down
some vocals, and replaced their
meticulously programmed beats with
live drums, bass, and guitar—courtesy
of label-mates, Spymob.
While In Search of...didn’t quite
retain the enormous appeal of the
Neptunes’ previous work, the songs had
a heavy, distinct feel—lyrically and
musically, the album conveyed a sense
of insecurity that contrasted well against
the confident bounce of other Williams/
Hugo collaborations. Through listening,
N.E.R.D. tried to open your mind, and
even if the process got a little bit too
strange at times, you couldn’t help but
get drawn into the sonic web that the
musicians spun.
The follow-up to N.E.R.D.’s debut is
Fly or Die, an extremely eccentric album
that continues to explore the more
vulnerable nature of The Neptunes’ mild
mannered alter ego. But while the vivid
imaginations of Williams and Hugo run
rampant across the disc, the unstructured
feel to the tracks grows tedious at points,
creating an overly bizarre vibe that
suffers more than it soars.
Perhaps the biggest leap of faith the
musicians took while recording Fly or
Die was to play their own live
instruments—all of the live instru
ments. . .on every track. While the honest
imperfections found in much of Hugo’s
guitar work add to the personal appeal
of the disc, letting one crunchy power
chord carry the opening tune “Don’t
Worry About it” is asking a bit much.

VIRGIN

“Dude, look at that thing! That’s even more ridiculous than
Pharrell’s sunglasses!”: Whatever N.E.R.D. members
Chad Hugo, Shea, and Pharrell Williams (above) are looking at,
it has to be cooler than most of the tracks on their latest album,
Fly or Die (right), or, at the very least, cooler than the album
cover. Seriously, guys—an American flag egg? Pretty
weak, guys. We expected better from the super-producers
behind the masterful and stylistic “I’m A Slave (4 U).”

Williams is actually fairly solid on the
drums for the most part, offering some
throbbing, tom-heavy percussion to the
track “She Wants to Move,” and some
dexterous fills on “Backstreet Love.”
Familiar territory like basslines and
keyboard arrangements work well for
N.E.R.D., and thankfully they are given
a great deal of precedence in many of
the tunes on the new disc, especially on
the better tracks “Maybe” and “Drill
Sergeant.”
The lyrical work on Fly or Die is
typical Pharrell—slightly childish and
clumsy at times, but always clever. On
tracks like the new wave styled “The
Way She Moves,” he’s drooling over the
slippery Nubian princess of his dreams,
“Call the cops, please arrest her/ She’s a
criminal in my dreams/ She just stole my
heart.” But over the libidinous
“Backstreet Love,” Williams is on the
prowl. “So we start walking, and holding
hands/ But she don’t know, that daddy
got plans/ I’m gonna get her in my car/
In the backseat, show her a rock star,”
he croons over Hugo’s retro guitar
stomp.
But when Williams isn’t macking the
honeys, he finds himself assuming quite
a different role—that of a confused,
angst-filled adolescent. The album’s title
track touches on everything from
neglectful parents to contemplating
suicide, and on “Breakout” he plays a
youth who’s been pushed around one too
many times: “Sh*t happens/ Just blow it
off, man/ But don’t it make you feel
rage?” The track “Jump” even calls upon
pop/punk poster boys Joel and Benji
Madden (of Good Charlotte—bad move

right there) to emphasize the song’s
youthful defiance.
Williams’ vocal delivery is perhaps
the one aspect of N.E.R.D. that
irrevocably connects their music to that
of their alter ego; his falsetto is
unmistakable. Pharrell pouts with
tenderness capable of seducing even the
most prude princess, but he still has
enough attitude behind his whine to
make the chest-pounding bravado of
“Thrasher” effective. In fact, it’s
Williams’ voice that has to shoulder the
weaker tracks on the album—if anyone
else was singing on Fly or Die, the album

might sound worse than a Scott Stapp
solo album.
While no one is denying that Pharrell
Williams and Chad Hugo have the Midas
touch—nearly everything they lay a
finger on can turn to gold—the “weird
for the sake of being weird” vibe created
on Fly or Die simply doesn’t compare
to the unstoppable production force of
The Neptunes. Nevertheless, if you dig
the odd, humanizing aspect of music,
then rock on with N.E.R.D.’s latest. But
as for me, I’m waiting for Chad and
Pharrell to jump back in the phone booth.
GRADE: C+

Big City Atmosphere With Small Town Fare
Open 7 days a week for Lunch and Dinner.
Doors open at 11:30am
Kevin Lemoi - Manager
Angie Armanise - Executive Chef
50 Main St., E. Greenwich, RI 401.885.2200
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Kanye West goes commercial
Despite major excitement for RIC’s March 25 Kanye West
and Dilated Peoples concert, many fans left unsatisfied
Mike Holland ’06
A&E Staff
Anytime an artist has a stranglehold
on the Billboard Hip Hop/R&B charts
and goes on tour at a local venue, it is
received with a lot of hype. It would
not be surprising that the tickets would
sell out quick, or
CONCERT that long lines of
REVIEW people would wait
outside the night of
the show to grab prime location in front
of the stage. It would also be expected
that the crowd would remember the
show for years. Unfortunately, however,
for those who attended the Kanye West
and Dilated Peoples concert at Rhode
Island College on Thursday, March 25,
all was true but the latter. Despite the
level of anticipation surrounding the
arrival of the Rocafella producer and
emcee, the reception from the crowd was
fair at best, and Kanye’s uncertain
movement towards commercialism has
left many full of questions.
What better place to kick off the
College Dropout Tour than the Rec
Center at R.I.C. Opening the show was
the innovative trio from California,
Dilated Peoples. D.J. Babu finessed the
ones and twos behind emcees Iris
Science and Evidence to stimulate a raw
hip hop feel. As they blessed the crown
with a return to hip hop roots and praised
fans for their support, it was evident that
the familiarity of Dilated Peoples in
Rhode Island (at least at R.I.C.) is
considerably low. Songs from their first
album, The Platform, were unheard of
and even the most popularized tracks
from their second album, Expansion
Team like “Worst Comes to Worst” and
“Night Life” reaped minimal crowd
participation. Nonetheless, people were
still able to bob their heads to this truly
cultural display of hip hop. Even if the
people had not heard the songs before,
there was an obvious level of respect for
the performance Dilated Peoples put on.
At the closing of D.P.’s final song the
crowd started throwing up the Rocafella
diamond signs with their hands, and the
anticipation for Kanye West went from
a simmer to a boil. Hopefully he could
keep this exceptional hip hop experience
flowing.
Patience is a virtue, and the hour and
a half wait between Dilated Peoples and
Kanye West asked many fans at R.I.C.
to be more virtuous than ever. Naturally
it takes time in between performances
to set up the stage, but the wait that the
crowd had to endure for Kanye left many
restless. When he finally came on, clad
in khakis, a plaid button up and a pink
sweater, the crowd let out an exhausting
by

ROCAFELLA

Ifyou couldfeel how Usfans feh, you would know how Mase felt: Like Puffy’s former protege, the audience at
last Thursday night’s Rhode Island College hip-hop concert found themselves frustrated while waiting for
Kanye West (above) to take the stage, despite a strong set from opening act Dilated Peoples. Information as
to whether or not any audience members left the show to become ministers was unavailable at press time.

cheer. Finally, Kanye was on stage. Bis
prepped out garb was the perfect apparel
needed to kick of the college campus
tour. The low hanging Rocafella
medallion was all he had to display his
Chi-town hip hop roots. Hopefully those
roots would come out in his per
formance.
Kanye played a diverse coll ection of
songs during his performance, including
overplayed covers, old tracks he
produced, and, of course, new releases
from his very successful album. College
Dropout, like "Jesus Walks"and “Family
Business.” Kanye gave listeners the per
formances of popular singles and covers
that they need in order to slay with him.
Unfortunately, it was at the cost of
neglecting true hip hop foundation laid
by Dilated Peoples.
It is always good to keep the crowd
on their toes with unexpected songs, but
the variety of Kanye’s play list hurt his
performance. The transition from the
raw, hip-hop-rooted Dilated Peoples to
Kanye’s random assortment was just too
much. The stage presence was effective,
but the performance of a song like Alicia

Brian Friel’s

Dancing
at
Lughnasa
...at the Blackfriars Theatre

April 2 and 3 at 8PM
April 4 at 2PM
Call x2218 for tickets today!!!

Keys’ “You Don’t Know My Name” was
unfitting. Kanye did produce the track,
and nothing against Alicia Keys, but does
that song really belong at a show that
opened with Dilated Peoples?
It must be said that the most
entertaining components of Kanye
West’s performance were the instru
mentals of the band behind him. During
one song, Kanye went back and forth
with a violinist, bringing a whole new
element to the stage. Even more
impressive was when the violinist played
various cover songs, such as Jay Z’s
"Dirt off Your Shoulder” and Biggie’s
classic, “One More Chance.” The
keyboard also got the crowd involved
playing background to other covers, like
Talib Kweli’s “Get By.”
For all the attention and anticipation
surrounding the show, the reception of
the crowd was considerably low and
many were left dissatisfied. In Kanye’s
defense, there could be many outside
reasons for this. Maybe it had to do with
his late arrival. Maybe the crowd got
restless and subconsciously raised their
expectations for Kanye’s performance.

Maybe the venue discouraged crowd
participation. The poor sound quality
and microphone feedback could not have
helped. Maybe it would have been better
received if it had been in a club. Maybe
a certain level of intoxication is needed
to participate in some of his songs. For
whatever reason, the show that had such
high expectations turned out to be just
decent.
Kanye West has been involved in hip
hop for a considerably long time,
producing tracks for many respectable
artists. If he had shown up on time and
focused on performing songs that have
given him respect, instead of songs like
“Slow Jamz” or “Through the Wire” that
got him rich and famous, the concert that
so many fans had anticipated could have
been a lot better. Not to knock Kanye;
certain parts of the show were definitely
entertaining. His catchy songs and
obvious stage presence shined. It just
gets frustrating to be a hip hop fan and
continually watch artists get pressured
into neglecting their roots and going
commercial. At least there is still hope
for Dilated Peoples.
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Eurotrash or Eurotreasure?
Like their Archduke namesake, Franz Ferdinand has started a
worldwide war, this time over the lofty title of “next big thing ”
by

Brian Wall ’05
A&E Staff

Franz Ferdinand
Franz Ferdinand
Domino Recording Company

The British press loves to proclaim
“the next big thing.” Publications such
as Melody Maker, New Music Express,
and Q Magazine find a band they love
and plaster their
MUSIC pages with pictures
NOTE and promos. Often,
the press even jumps
on a band before they put out their first
record, as was the case with The Strokes
in the spring of 2001. While these bands
find plenty of face time in the UK music
press, few Americans hear about them
unless the American press catches on.
Mainstream America only learned about
favorites The Darkness, The Strokes, and
The White Stripes after seeing them in
Rolling Stone or on MTV.
So consider this your warning—
Franz Ferdinand are the current darlings
of the British music press, and the buzz
will soon creep across the Atlantic. The
Scottish quartet recently played a soldout showcase at the annual South by
Southwest music festival in Austin,
Texas and signed a multi-million dollar
American distribution deal with Sony. In
addition, NME proclaimed Franz
Ferdinand “The Best New Band in
Britain.”
On their self-titled debut album,
Franz Ferdinand displays a variety of
styles. Guitarists Alex Kapranos and
Nick McCarthy tend to favor driving
guitar riffs while bassist Bob Hardy
favors funkier, almost danceable
rhythms. The songs on the album reflect
these influences, evoking eighties
pioneers New Order and The Pixies
while reflecting the current “dancepunk”
movement championed by The Rapture
and Hot Hot Heat. The result is a
combination of retro sounds with rhy
thms that make their record sound both
contemporary and time-tested.
The first track “Jacqueline” begins
with the gentle strum of an acoustic gui
tar while Kapranos croons delicately,
lulling the listener into believing the

DOMINO

“History repeats itself / try and you’ll succeed": Scottish
dancepunks Franz Ferdinand (above) show a lot of promise
on their self-titled debut (album cover right), but there are
enough false starts and broken hearts to suggest that they’ve
still got a long way to go to fulfill the promise of “next big
thing” stardom predicted by the overzealous British music press.

track to be a sensitive ballad. Then the
band enters, pushing the tempo forward
with pounding drums and a driving lead
guitar line. Kapranos’ vocals morph
from a reflective tone into an im
passioned delivery that sounds more
assertive than rushed as he declares, “It’s
always better on holiday / so much better
on holiday / that’s why we only work
when we need the money.” On “Tell Her
Tonight,” the band begins with a laid
back, borderline funky groove and adds
layers of melodic guitar and vocal
harmonies to create an energetic, catchy
song.
Their current single, “Take Me Out,”

shows the full range of the band’s
songwriting prowess. The track begins
with a dark riff and suitable accom
panying lyrics (“I’m just a cross-hair /
just a shot away from you”). Gradually,
the riff slows down until the song
becomes a mid-tempo stomp with a
highly melodic guitar line and opening
hi-hats inviting one to get up and dance
along. Kapranos sings with more swag
ger here than anywhere else on the
record; when he announces “I know I
won’t be leaving here,” he delivers the
line with complete conviction.
In general, Franz Ferdinand’s debut
showcases the band playing well-written

songs that draw on their late eighties
influences while creating a new sound.
Tracks such as the haunting “Auf Acshe”
and the anxious “Michael” show the skill
and depth of the band’s songwriting.While some tracks near the middle of the
record fail to distinguish them as any
better than mediocre, songs such as
“Take Me Out” and “Darts of Pleasure”
hint at a very promising future. With
time and more experience playing as a
band, these Scottish boys have the chance
to do what only a select few accom
plish—equaling the expectations laid out
before them by the UK press.
GRADE: B
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Are you a dancing fiend ora dancing queen?
by

Megan Bishop ’07
Portfolio Staff

There is an all too ubiquitous
scene on most college campuses
around the world. It’s Saturday
night, and the mood is just right.
Somewhere between
the consumption of a
ESSAY few drinks, and a DJ
playing “Toxic” by
Britney Spears for the second
time during the night, the feel
ing will hit. A little voice will
pop into the heads of everyone
in the club: Maybe I can’t dance
when I’m sober, but hey, look at
me now.
Admit it and save yourself
the embarrassment. You’ve
been known to get down and
funky in situations where your
actions may have been different
if the sun was shining. Dancing
is an art form, but like many
things artistic, it is always sub
ject to interpretation and criti
cism. It may seem as if there are
many different types of dancers.
However, the gamut of dancing
styles can be easily broken
down into a few simple catego
ries. See where you fit in and
be honest—not everyone is a
Pro.
The Pro: In every group of
people there is always that one
person who makes everyone
else look like an amateur. That
person is the Pro. This person
has spent their life in dance stu
dios or is the illegitimate child
of Wade Robson or Jennifer
Lopez. They come out onto the
dance floor and bust out moves
that you’ve only seen in P.
Diddy’s latest video. Most

people stand back and stare,
green with envy, because, hey,
not everyone can be a Pro.
The Lurker: Generally
speaking, this category is filled
with members who think they
are Pros, but really just move
to the beat. (Think Fat Boy
Slim’s “Praise You” video.)
Many individuals in this cat
egory hide in the corner of the
clubs or are strewn against
walls: sipping, watching, and
waiting. They stare down the
room like an animal in search
of prey, hoping to make eye
contact with a member of the
opposite sex. When they do,
either by accident or mere
chance, there is no turning back.
They move slowly towards
their victim, while bobbing
their head to the music, just to
look suave. Once they reach
their ‘prize,’ they sway back
and forth behind the chosen one
for 30 or 40 seconds until fi
nally they move up against
them attempting to instigate a
dance. The “prey” will either
dance back or, in most cases,
grab their friends and disappear
into the crowds of people. Sorry
Lurker, time to revamp your
strategy.
The Closet Dancer: The
Closet dancer is the most
unique of all the categories, and
in many ways, the most amus
ing. On any given evening, you
may find yourself squinting
through the clouds of smoke at
a club hoping to get a better
look at a circle of girls danc
ing. In the middle of this circle
someone is going completely
O.O.C. (out of control). Not

O.O.C. in a crazy-throwing-their-hands-aboutmoving-to-their-ownbeat-way, but double
O.C. by means of be
ing a surprisingly
good dancer. While
this dancer isn’t as
good as the Pro, they
come in a close sec
ond. The majority of the
time the Closet Dancer
is someone that you know.
They could sit right next to
you completely silent and
unemotional in your English
writing class or in that philoso
phy class. All of a sudden you
see them shaking their groove
thing in a way you never
thought possible for them.
Sometimes, males who have
been written off as Lurkers can
be moved into the Closet
Dancer category. As the sup
posed Lurkers begin to loiter,
their victims may roll their eyes
and hope that the Lurker’s danc
ing skills do not resemble that
of Carlton from The Fresh
Prince ofBel-A ir. The Closet
Dancer will present a pleas
ant surprise when they show off
their dancing skills. The girl is
generally relieved, and a little
glad that she didn’t run off
with her friends for their
fourth bathroom trip of the
night.
The Sexual Dancer:
There is a lengthy descrip
tion of this dancer lying
somewhere within the
confines of the minds of
everyone who has entered
a dance club in their life-

time. The Sexual Dancer is that
one person who gets just a little
too into “Doin’ It” by L.L. Cool
J. While reading this I’m sure
you have one person in mind
that suits this category perfectly.
They will even gyrate to the
beat of a Pringles commercial.
If you don’t have anyone in
mind, then it’s probably you a
lot of people are picturing at this
moment. But don’t worry—at
least you’re known for some
thing.
The Circle Dancers: This fi
nal group is the most populated
of them all. It’s a group of mod
erately capable dancers having
a blast with each other. They
don’t need to be enticed by the
Lurker and go O.O.C. in the
center of the circle like the
Closet Dancer. The Circle
Dancers spend the night laugh
ing and dancing with their
friends while sometimes taking
half-hour breaks to wait in the
bathroom line. These individu
als do not have to make a scene
like the Pro, but can still wake
up the next morning and say that
the night wasn’t a total bust.
So where exactly do you
think you fit in? Putting your
self in a dancing category is
pretty hard, and is best done by
a friend. Be careful though, you
might hear something that you
didn’t expect. In the meantime
relax, have fun, dance a little,
and let loose.
But just remember, stick to
the basics: You never want to be
known as that kid who thinks
they’re a Pro but is really just a
Lurker in disguise.

CAITLIN BROWN ’06/The Cowl

Toss three coins in the fountain for me
by

Christine Bagley ’06
Portfolio Editor

Sam landed in the airport in
Rome, Italy, ready for his dream
vacation. Upon the voice of the
flight attendant confirming the
plane had landed
SHORT and welcoming the
STORY travelers with a
warm and pleasant
“Benvenuto,” Sam gathered his
carry-ons and clutched his
passport. He had won the trip
by filling out a form at the mall
kiosk. Sam had often won 20
dollars on scratch-off lottery
tickets and had waited in line at
the opening of the local Krispy
Kreme to win a dozen donuts
every week for a year, but he
had never won a trip.
All month he had done
research on Italy, watching
every movie on Italian tourism
and leafing through his
Dummies’ Guide to Italy so
much that he had highlighted
and crossed off sights, res
taurants, museums, and clubs at
least a half-dozen times.
Sam exited the airport,
hailed a cab, and showed the
driver the address of his hotel
that was colorfully depicted on
the business card that he had
received in the mall. Despite
the driver’s broken English,
Sam made it to his hotel in one

piece and retrieved his luggage
from the trunk, paid the driver,
and dashed into the rotating
doors towards the check-in
desk. “Welcome, Mr. Brulle.
You will stay in room 230.
Enjoy your stay, sir,” greeted
the hotel attendant with a smile.
Sam nodded with ex
citement, reached for his key,
and flew up every other stair
towards his new home for the
next few days. His room was
small, but cozy. The room had
just enough space for a bed, and
a tiny desk with a single chair.
Sam ran to the window to throw
open the curtain.

He even took a picture
with the people dressed
as gladitors, decked out
with plastic chest
shields and swords.
The view was glorious: a
run-down convenience store
with a few late-nighters
loitering by the green dumpster,
sending glass wine bottles over
the wall of the trash bin with a
clatter. Well, maybe the view
wasn’t the best, but he could see
the glowing lights of the Trevi
Fountain in the distance and
that was good enough for Sam.

He spread his arms outward and
fell backwards onto the squeaky
bed in disbelief. He couldn’t
believe he had just traveled
halfway around the world and
was in Italy.
Almost before the sun came
over the buildings, Sam was
awake and dressed, ready to
start his first day of sightseeing.
He sprinted down the two flights
of stairs with his backpack of
guide books, nodded at the
morning hotel attendant, and
grabbed some breakfast in the
lobby. Sam looked like the
standard tourist: camera around
the neck, comfy walking
sneakers, and sunglasses posed
atop the head.
He headed out for the day,
hopping aboard the metro
subway system. Sam first
stopped in Vatican City. The
sight of St. Peter’s Basilica was
breathtaking. He heard every
language being chattered all
around him. Tour groups
enveloped him. He snapped
pictures of the statues and the
ornate features of the basilica.
Sam took the rest of the
afternoon to visit the Sistine
Chapel, exquisitely painted by
Michelangelo.
The remainder of his trip was
spent visiting the Colosseum
and the Roman Forum remains.
Sam stood at the sight of the

ruins and inhaled the same air
as Roman philosophers and
intellectuals. He even took a
picture with the people dressed
as gladiators, decked out with
plastic chest shields and swords.
He couldn’t believe that these
old sights still stood erect after
so many centuries. Moreover,
Sam couldn’t believe a modem,
metropolis city was built up
around these ancient places of
interest.
Sam had always envisioned
himself sitting at a local outdoor
cafe in Europe sipping on
cappuccino or letting the
famous Italian gelato ice cream
make his mouth laugh, while
writing in his journal. Sam
figured, Why not—how many
more times would I ever get the
chance to travel to Italy? Sam
found a smaller side street on
the outskirts of the city of
Rome. He plopped himself
down at a quaint coffee shop on
an even more quaint side street.
The road was covered with
smooth cobblestone and
shutters opened outward over
the narrow road; bakers
gossiped as they created
massive cakes, while pizza
makers sung familiar tunes as
they tossed their dough high
above—the typical Italian town,
Sam thought, as he chuckled to
himself. He ordered a small

coffee and a large vanilla gelato
and voted unanimously to take
the afternoon off.
Hours later, Sam returned to
his hotel, changed, and dressed
for his last dinner in romantic
Rome. He found a hole-in-thewall restaurant, almost hidden
by vines and ivy. The moon
cast a perfect glow on the little
eatery. Sam treated himself to
the most expensive item on the
menu and several glasses of
fine wine. It could be years
before he returned to Italy, he
thought—why not splurge?
After a luscious meal and
beautiful serenade by the band,
Sam strolled over to the Trevi
Fountain. It was a magnificent
sight, illuminated at night. Sam
dug around in his pocket for
three spare quarters. He turned
his back towards the fountain
and tossed over his shoulder
one quarter for good health, the
next for happiness, and the
third to someday return to Italy.
Sam took a glimpse at the
fountain to see where his last
coin landed. Ironically, one of
the statues of a chariot driver
had caught the coin in his left
palm and the quarter sparkled.
Sam wondered if that was good
luck or just good aim. Maybe
he would return to Italy sooner
than he thought.
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Phonics
Song of Our Lady
—for Peter

by

You were phonetic, once—
I tried to sound you out.
But I stumbled over letters
that did not seem to belong.

Sara Schepis ’04
Portfolio Staff

by

Mater sanctissima, Dulcis Virgo,
Ora pro nobis

You were beautiful but cold,
a brisk wind on a bright day.

Thou, Mother who didst bring to birth
The King of all unfading glory,
Thy grant/far didst then begin
Salvation’s Incarnation story—
Spread your soft mantle over earth.

You were a child prodigy,
coasting by on talent
but refusing to practice.

Heart crowned with flowers,
Crowned with flowers—

I remember thinking that you
were going places:
straight to the top,
straight to my heart.

Spirit overshadowed!
O Holy daughter blessed thou art
Who trusted that the angel’s word
To her would be fulfilled with love,
Who ‘naught’s beyond the Lord’ hath heard
And pondered this within her heart.

One out of two ain’t bad.
But potential quickly fades
without action.
You gave up on yourself, on me,
and now I have no choice but
to return the favor. My tongue
was not made for your words.

Crowned with the stars,
Crowned with stars—
The star of the sea!
Ah, Virgin by her child kneels
That sweet, cold, clear night darkness fled—
The ivory tower, mystic rose!
The broken serpent skull you tread
Through this Son’s might, this One who heals

You are the dollar word in my
dime vocabulary, I cannot afford
to speak you anymore.

TIM PISACICH ‘07/The Cowl

Lover’s Letter
by

Ave plena gratiae! O fov?, fov? nos
Duce nos ad cunabula tui Filii.

Jennifer Skala ’05
Managing Editor

Leave a line along my limbs.
Loyal and lingering, lace your lasting lips while lounging in the lemon light.
Lift your languid eyelids; I’ll listen to your lavish, blameless lines—all mine.
Let me lay in your loose, luminescent lullaby and latch to your layered, lucid life.
Lead me to your longing lyric and I’ll never leave.

(Hail full of grace! O cradle, cradle us
To lead us to the cradle of thy Son.)

Concealing Something Sinister

Letters for God
by

Chris Fahey ’05
. Portfolio Staff

by

He cut himself, but he didn’t bleed,
The wound burned dry.
His conscience shriveled and expanded
Back and forth, over and again as
He ignored and
Then exceeded the limits of pale humor.
He chewed on chips of ice
While he excavated grapefruits with his bare hands,
Citrusly cleaning while he ate.
Whatever memory
Interrupted him he allowed for—
Freakishly in control
As his Life dripped
Something red in color.

What is your next step?
[ Have you thought about graduate school in Boston?]
Our Advantages:
Northeastern University has been fop ranked by
US News & World Report for universities that
integrate classroom learning with real-world
experience.

Innovative and exponded scholarship and financial
aid opportunities tor full and part-time programs.
Industry focused faculty with strong
professional connections.

Ground breaking programs that access Boston's top
businesses and cultural organizations.
NU offers a range of innovative full and part-time masters and doctoral programs in areas such as:

► Bioinformatics, Biotechnology
► Business, Accounting

Computer Science

Christopher Parcels ’04
Portfolio Staff

► Health Sciences, Pharmacy,
Nursing, School Counseling

Caitlin Murphy ’06
Portfolio Staff

i leave letters for God in the street
written in blue pen on lined paper
tucked into plain white envelopes,
dropped to the blacktop, landing softly
and then turning over in the wind
making sounds like a struggling newborn,
they sometimes appear in my mailbox three days later—
blank.
i do not know if i prefer that holy answer
to my questioning letters
or the alternative answer:
when i find the envelope three days later
in the same place i left it,
chewed on by raccoons and rain.

Sleep for Science
SLEEP

RESEARCH

I

A B

Sleep Your Summer Away
Healthy adults ages 21-25 are needed to
help with an important study about Sleep,

Circadian Rhythms, and Alcohol. Part of this 4-week
study involves spending 2 weeks at our comfortable

► Humanities & Social Sciences

► Criminal Justice

► Education, Journalism

► Engineering, Information
Systems, Telecommunication
Systems Management

► Public Administration, Political

research facility on the last Side of Providence Participants
will be compensated for their time and effort. For more

► Science

information, call Sandy at (401) 421 -9440, Monday Most part-time masters programs are rolling admissions, so apply early!
Register to attend one of our graduate information sessions at our Boston campus. Learn
about our programs, how to apply, scholarship and financial aid information, meet
Graduate School Representatives and take a tour of the campus.

March 23, 2004: 6:00pm - 7:30pm

Friday, 9 a m. - 5 p.m. or visit
www.sleepforscience.org

April 21, 2004: 6:00pm - 7:30pm

Bradley Hospital
For more information, a list of online
chat events, or to RSVP for an event:

Northeastern

. 1 Lifespan P.arltier

UNTVFRSITY

Visit - www.grad.neu.edu
Call - 1.617.373.5899

Hljb.r l.arila,. Rlckar Exparlanca.

The Sleep tor Science Research Lab is affiliated with
Bradley Hospital and Brown Medical School.

Roving Photographers
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What do you think the new
suites should be called?

“The bigger Virgin Vault.”
Ellen McQuaid ’04

“No more intramural softball for you dorm.”
Adam Coppola ’04 Wil Cromie ’05

“Sorry, I’m stuck in Dore Hall.”
Stefanie Wilson ’07 Neville Thompson ’05

“Walk of Shame Hall.”
Michelle Jarvis ’06 Nicole Robitaille ’06

“Where’s the kitchen?”
Kevin Bibeau ’07 Tom Terrace ’07
Kerri Daddazio ’07

“I’m out of a job now.”
PC Construction Worker

Blossom and Six
“We’ll never see the benefit
of our tuition bill because
we’re graduating.”

Sports
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The PC Scoreboard
Scores • Standings • Statistics • Schedules • Standouts

Standouts

Brooke Freeburg

Rachel Bartholomew

Women’s Track and Field
Senior — Waterford, Pa.
Freeburg placed second in the javelin throw at the
Raleigh Relays held on March 27 in Raleigh, N.C.
Freeburg’s throw of 48.28 meters also qualified her for
the NCAA Regionals in the event.

Softball
Freshman — Coto de Caza, Calif.
Bartholomew guided the Friars to a 4-2 record in
doubieheaders against Quinnipiac, Villanova and
Rutgers. She batted .478 (11-23) with two homeruns,
seven runs scored and six runs batted in.

Scores

Schedules

Thursday 3/25

Thursday 4/1

Softball at Quinnipiac

W 5-3; W 11-5

Softball at Central Connecticut

L8-6
L7-0
L 5-3; L8-0
Ind. Results

Women’s Outdoor Track at UConn Quad Meet

2:30 p.m.

Friday 4/2

Saturday 3/27

Men’s Lacrosse at Canisius
Tennis vs. Quinnipiac (at Binghamton)
Softball vs. Villanova
Track at Raleigh Relays
Sunday 3/28

Tennis at Binghamton
Softball at Rutgers

W4-3
W 2-0; W 10-0

Tuesday 3/30

3 p.m.

Saturday 4/3

Softball vs. Seton Hall
Lacrosse at Siena
Mat’s Outdoor Track at UConn Quad Meet

Noon
I p.m.
II a.m.

Sunday 4/4

Softball vs. St. John’s
Tennis at New Hampshire

Noon
Noon

Tuesday 4/6
Softball at Holy Cross
Lacrosse vs. Holy Cross

3 p.m.
4 p.m.

Wednesday 4/7
Tennis vs. Connecticut

3 p.m.

W5-4;T0-0

Softball vs. Harvard

Standings
Men’s 4 X 1,500 Meter Relay Results
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Team
PROVIDENCE
Minnesota
Pennsylvania
UNA-Wolfpack TC
North Carolina
LaSalle
James Madison
Duke
Richmond
Duquesne

Time
15:26.67
15:27.59
15:28.74
15:32.36
15:43.59
15:47.92
15:52.46
15:56.54
15:59.67
16:00.24

Women’s 4 X 1,500 Meter Relay Results
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Team
UNA-Friar Track Club
PROVIDENCE
Tennessee
UNA-Virginia Elite
Wake Forest
Penn State
North Carolina
Virginia
American University
William and Mary

Record
17:44.83
17:51.08
18:04.15
18:18.66
18:20.14
18:23.50
18:31.72
18:37.67
18:41.08
18:42.18
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PC: Up and down
PC’s rollercoaster
season continues
with two victories
and one defeat
by

Larry Harvey ’05
Sports Staff

The Providence College
Women’s Tennis team is on a
roller coaster ride this season.
The Friars went into last
Wednesday’s game
TENNIS
4-6 overall, but
only 2-5 during the
spring
season.
Their ups and downs continued
over the past week’s matches.
The team narrowly defeated the
University of Rhode Island on
March 24th, was shutout by
Quinnipiac University on Sat
urday, March 26 before squeak
ing out a victory over
Binghamton University the
next day.
The Friars improved their
record against URI, winning 43. Freshman Jen Daigle won at
the number one spot, 7-5 and 60. Sophomore Cheri Lapane
was unseated in the number two
position 6-3, 6-0, while class
mate Sara Bitetti won in the
third singles spot 6-1, 7-6. The
number four position was won
by junior Molly Gilbride 6-1,60
However, Providence
dropped the final two matches
of the day as sophomore
Marissa Bigelli and freshman
Andrea Lee fell in the five and
six seed match-ups.

I doubles competiton, the
Friars then went 2-1 for the day.
Saturday proved to be a very
different story, with the Friars
dropping every singles and
doubles match to Quinnipiac.
Daigle, Lapane, Bitetti,
Gilbride, and Lee remained in
the same spots as last match,
while junior Nicole Rodger
stepped in at the number five
spot. The doubles pairs met a
similar fate as all three pairs fell
to the Bobcats. The loss
knocked Providence down to
2-6
for
the
spring season.
The next day was a much
better effort for the Friars. PC
squeezed by Binghamton 4-3 to
improve their record to 5-7
overall, and 3-6 for the spring.
Daigle again played in the
first spot for the Friars, but re
tired from the match after the
first set. Lapane was defeated in
the number two spot 6-0, 6-4.
The third singles player, Bitetti,
met a similar fate, losing her
matches 6-1, 6-1.
The Friars would rebound,
however, as they won the final
three matches of the day.
Gilbride started the rally, knock
ing off Binghamton’s number
four singles player 6-1, 6-2.
Rodger won in the five spot 62,6-4, and Lee was just as suc
cessful in the sixth singles po
sition. Providence went on to
win all three doubles matches.
The team returns to action
Sunday April 4 against the Uni
versity of New Hampshire in
Durham, New Hampshire. The
Friars are 5-7 overall and 3-6..
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Friars’ house of honors
by

Steve O’Keefe ’05
Sports Editor

Providence College is the
home of All American’s this
spring. Junior forward Ryan
Gomes of the Men’s Basketball
team added to his growing pile
of accolades on Tuesday, March
30 when he was named to the
Wooden All-America team. He
was chosen by a panel
consisting of over 1,000 media
members and college basketball
experts.
Gomes joins nine other
players—Jammer Nelson,
Emeka Okafor, Josh Childress,
Chris Duhon, Lawrence
Roberts, Andre Emmett, Devin
Harris, Blake Stepp and John
Lucas—on the prestigious
team.
The top five members of of
the team will be announced
shortly, and they will be invited
to a ceremony in Los Angeles,
California on April 10 to honor
them. At the ceremony, the
Wooden Award will be given to
the top player in the country as
voted on by the panel.
With the honor, Gomes
becomes the first Friar to be
named to the Wooden All
America team since Eric
Murdock in 1991.
Gomes paced the Friars on
the way to a 20-9 season that
saw PC reach No. 12 in the
polls, finish third in the Big East
conference and reach the
school’s first NCAA Tour
nament since 2001. Gomes was
the unquestioned leader on the
court, leading the Friars in both
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Senior hockey standout, Kelli Halcisak and junior basketball
star, Ryan Gomes added their names to the PC record books
this past week as they were named to All-America teams.
scoring (18.9 points per game)
and rebounding (9.4 rebounds
per game). Gomes registered 13
double-doubles over the course
of the season, poured in 20 or
more points on 14 occasions,
grabbed 10 or more rebounds in
15 games and scored a teamhigh 28 points twice—against
Texas and Seton Hall.
Through three seasons,
Gomes has propelled himself to
11 th on the all-time PC scoring
list with 1,468 points. The
Wooden All-America team is
Gomes’ ninth such honor for his
performance this season.
To no one’s surpise, Gomes
was also named the Rhode
Island Division I Player of the
Year by the Rhode Island
Basketball Media on March 30.
Senior Kelli Halcisak of the
PC Women’s Hockey team also
added her name to an All
America squad for her

performance this season. On
Saturday, March 27 she was
named a 2003-2004 American
Hockey Coaches Association
First Team All-America.
Halcisak led Providence in
scoring, posting career highs in
goals scored (20) and total
points (46). Her 46 points
ranked her second in scoring
among the nation’s defenders.
Only Angela Ruggiero of
Harvard scored more points as
a defensemen.
Prior honors that Halcisak
has received include Hockey
East Second Team All-Star,
Hockey East All Tournament
Team and Tournament Most
Valuable Player.
With the honor, Halcisak
becomes the first Friar defender
to reach All-America status
twice in her career.
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Friars speed to multiple top 10’s in Raleigh
PC posts successful
weekend at Raleigh
Relays with seven top
10 finishes including
first place by the
men’s 4 x 1,500 meter
relay team and Brooke
Freeburg claiming
second in javelin
by

Steve O’Keefe ’05
Sports Editor

The Providence College Men’s and
Women’s Track teams both started the
outdoor season off on the right foot at
the Raleigh Relays on March 26 and 27
at North Carolina State.
TRACK & Providence left behind
FIELD the stuffy confines of the
canopied arenas of the in
door season in exchange for the open air
venues of spring in impressive fashion.
At Raleigh, The Friars garnered seven
top 10 finishes—two in relay events, four
in individual races, as well as one in a
field event.
The men’s 4 X 1,500 meter relay
squad captured first place in a time of
15:26.67 at the meet, edging out Minne
sota (15:27.59) and Pennsylvania
(15:28.74). The team was comprised of
freshman Darren Brown, sophomore
Martin Fagan and juniors Liam Reale
and Dylan Wykes.
“It is early in the season obviously,
but it was a good time, probably one of
the fastest times we have ever run down
there,” said Head Coach Ray Treacy.
“They were a solid, even team that ran
very well and beat some very good teams
in Minnesota and North Carolina State
and Pennsylvania so I was very pleased
with that. As a team, that is a group we
are looking to do very well at the Penn
Relays with this year in the Champion
ship of America race at the end ofApril.”
The meet was almost as successful
for the women, as the 4 X 1,500 meter
relay team of juniors Deirdre Byrne and
Kim Smith and sophomores Fiona
Crombie and Jane Nalder crossed the
line second in a time of 17:51.08. The
first place team, the UNA-Friar Track
Club, was a team composed of past
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Sophomore Martin Fagan helped the Providence College men’s 4 X 1,500
meter relay team capture first place in a time of 15:26.67 at the Raleigh
Relays on March 26. The next day, Fagan turned in a ninth place finish in
the 1,500 meters with a time of 3:53.02.
Providence College runners. They cap
tured first, finishing in a time of
17:44.83.
“They were very solid, got beaten by
a team of PC grads,” noted Treacy. “It
was a much closer race than I thought it
would be and I am very pleased with that.
It sets us up well for the Penn Relays.”
Although the name of the meet was
the Raleigh Relays, the weekend
also included individual competition.
Fagan cruised his way to a top 10 fin
ish in the 1,500 meters, placing ninth in
a time of3:53.02. Reale and fellow j unior Patrick Moulton rounded out a trio
of Friar men to capture top 10 finishes.
Reale roped in a fourth place finish in
the 800 meters, crossing the tape in a
time of 1:51.33. Meanwhile, Moulton
captured fifth place in the 5,000 meters,
running the event in 14:19.95.
Byrne added another top 10 place
ment to the Friars’ satchel of strong per
formances over the weekend. She
crossed the finish line in a time of
2:10.81, which earned her fifth place
in the 800 meters.

Providence’s successful weekend
was rounded out by senior Brooke
Freeburg’s performance in the javelin.
Freeburg, a two-sport athlete who also
played for the Women’s Basketball team,
launched the javelin a distance of 48.28
meters to capture second place in the
event. With her toss, Freeburg also
qualified for the NCAA Regionals,
which will be held on May 28 and 29 at
the University of Florida in Gainesville,
Fla.
“Brooke’s [Freeburg] throw was her
farthest ever at the Raleigh Relays by
about four meters, I think, which is very
rewarding for her,” commented Treacy.
“She is just coming off the basketball
season; she has only practiced for two

weeks and to come out and throw an
NCAA Regional qualifier straight off is
very encouraging for the rest of the sea
son.”
While Treacy was encouraged by the
Friars’ start, he now has his sights set on
the important April meets.
“Overall, lam very pleased with the
start,” he said. “It is great to get down
to 80 degree weather to begin the out
door season, especially with big meets
coming up at the end of April. It was a
very good start for us.”
With the first race of the season at their
back, the Friars now turn their attention
to the next three meets, which will be
held at Connecticut, Iona and Brown,
respectively. These meets will serve
Providence’s elite runners more as
warm-up meets for the upcoming Penn
Relays and Mt. Sac Relays than as op
portunities to face top notch competition.
“The next couple of meets are just
meets where some people will run, some
people won’t. A lot will depend on the
weather and stuff like that,” said Treacy.
“Obviously, the main goal for our ath
letes that will be going to the end of the
season and NCAA’s will be the Mt. Sac
and Penn Relays and if I feel they need
a race before that I will throw them in
one of the upcoming meets.”
The UConn, Iona and Brown meets
also serve as an opportunity for other
Friars to race and develop for the future.
“Mainly these meets are just for the
people who normally don’t get to com
pete at the bigger meets. It gives them
an opportunity to go out and compete at
the level of competition that they are
going to be very competitive at; and it
gives them a chance to develop as well,
as the season goes along,” added Treacy.
“They [the next three meets] certainly
serve a huge purpose for us for the years
to come because it allows us to develop
the athletes that normally would not be
in the minds of most people. We are just
looking forward to seeing what they can
do over the next couple of weeks.”
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Early struggles hurt Providence in end
time that he saw legitimate
action, in terms of stepping in
goal and trying to win the game
The Providence College for us, and despite the loss he
Men’s Lacrosse team, coming did very well.”
With the exchange of goal
off of its most recent victory
over Hartford University, hoped tenders finished, the Friars
to extend its seemed to be gaining life as the
winning streak first quarter came to a close.
LACROSSE to three this Freshman midfielder Mark
past weekend. Bundra found junior midfielder
However, the Friars lacked the John Hollister for PC’s first
energy to overcome the early goal, with 6:25 left in the first
lead of the Canisius College quarter.
Less than a minute after, at
Griffs, ultimately falling 8-6 in
Buffalo, New York, on Saturday 5:38, junior midfielder Frank
Bosco scored the Friars second
afternoon.
With the the whistle to start goal of the contest during a
the game, the Griffs came ready man-up opportunity caused by
a one minute unnecessary
to play. Canisius won the face
off and obtained possession of roughness penalty on Canisius.
the ball.
The Griffs quickly struck
The Griffs capitalized on back and netted their first goal
their possession and began what against Littell, fourteen seconds
was for the most part, a Canisius after the face-off. By means of
dominated first quarter. a pass to the open Ross from
Following the example of senior attackman Steve
midfielder Stephen Ola, who Muskopf, Canisius was able to
netted his first goal 56 seconds increase its lead to 6-2, with the
into the first quarter, Canisius end of the first quarter
proceeded to dictate first rapidly approaching.
The ever persistent Friars
quarter play.
Shortly following Ola, would net one more goal before
fellow Griff, midfielder Brad the end of the first quarter, after
Favero, posted back to back junior attackman Dan Giuntini
goals within two minutes of dodged through the Canisius
each other to give Canisius a 3- defensemen and shot one past
0 edge. With 9:31 left in the first the Griffs’ goaltender.
quarter, Canisius netted its
At the end of a high scoring
fourth unanswered goal when first quarter the score was 6-3
attackman Kevin Ross beat in Canisius’ favor.
PC’s goaltenderjunior Andrew
“We were winning some
McMinn. McMinn, who failed face-offs, so even going down
to register a save for the day, 5-0 in the first quarter didn’t
was replaced with sophomore really faze us,” said Burdick.
goaltender Ronald Westgate. “We felt that if we had
After allowing Canisius’ possession of the ball then we
fifth unanswered goal, netted by would be able to put some
Favero for his third of the game, points on the board.”
Westgate was quickly replaced
Led by the face-off prowess
by freshman goal-tender Peter of junior midfielder Mark
Littell. Westgate also posted Rotella, Providence was able to
zero saves for the floundering get some good looks on the
Friars goaltendering corps. offensive end by controlling
“We have confidence in all time of possession, which the
three of our goaltenders, and if Friars have not done in previous
one guy is not getting the job games. Rotella won 11 out of
done, then we have confidence the 17 face-offs that he took,
that the next guy will,” said providing ample opportunities
Head Coach Chris Burdick. for PC to start closing in on the
“Pete Littell played a little bit Griffs.
at Maryland and against
The second and third quarter
Towson, but this was the first yielded two more goals for the
by

Greg Hartwell ’07
Sports Staff
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Junior midfielder Frank Bosco registered three points in
Providence’s 8-6 loss at the hand of Canisius. Bosco contrib
uted two goals and an assist to the Friars attack.
momentum-gaining Friars. The
second quarter goal came from
senior attackman Kevin
Kornobis off of a pass from
freshman attackman Brendan
Ryan during a 30 second manup opportunity due to a Griffs
offsides penalty. The third
quarter goal for PC was netted
by Ryan for his second
collegiate goal. On the goal,
Ryan was assisted by Bosco at
9:14 in the third, giving Bosco
his second point of the game.
PC had whittled Canisius’
lead down to one, and at the
launch of the fourth quarter
things were looking promising
for the energized Friars.
Providence seemed to have
remedied the problems it had
during the first quarter, and was
now driving hard to obtain
its third win.
“We were able to slow down
Canisius by the end of the game
by executing what we needed
to,” said Burdick. “They had a
couple of kids that were more
dominant in one hand than they

were with the other, and we
started to notice that in the
second half; we adjusted the
best that we could by trying to
force them into playing with
their weak hand and that created
a lot less stress on our goalie.”
With the defense stepping up
and Littell notching a total of
seven saves during his 51
minutes of play, all Providence
needed to do was find the back
of the cage. It was at 9:33 left
in the fourth quarter that Bosco
came out and tallied his third
point of the game by finding
scoring on an unassisted drive,
knotting the score at 6-6.
However, with plenty of
time remaining in the quarter,
Providence’s momentum ran
out.
“We just can’t afford to go
down by so much, so early,”
said Assistant Coach Kyle
Ojakian. “We wasted so much
of our energy trying to
comeback and be even with
them, that when we finally got
even, we were in a hard spot

because it just gets that much
harder to pull ahead. Even
though our defense stepped up
at the end of the game and
played better, our offense just
couldn’t score enough goals to
overcome their momentum.”
Canisius was able to regain
the power and skill that it
displayed throughout the early
stages of the game by netting its
final two goals at 4:55 and 3:51
left in the fourth quarter. With
these final two blows provided
by Ola and Travis Hill,
Providence’s final tying efforts
proved futile.
In the 8-6 defeat, the Friars
had some things to be proud of.
Providence tied the Griffs on
shots, went 11-18 on face-offs,
get 33 groundballs, and
capitalized on two man-up
opportunities, which are
impressive stats, even in defeat.
“They played the first eight
minutes at a very high level and
we played the first eight minutes
at a very low level,” said
Burdick. “But for the rest of the
60 minutes, I feel confident that
we played at a level that shows
that we are a top team in the
conference, and that we can
play at the top level of the
MAAC.”
This loss drops Providence’s
overall record to 2-4, and their
MAAC League record to 1-1.
The hopeful Friars will take on
the winless Siena Saints at Siena
this Saturday at 1:00 pm in
Loudonville, New York.
Burdick took the time to
cautiously look ahead to the
upcoming game.
“I am positive Siena is going
to be a very good team because
they have improved tremen
dously over the past three
years,” he said. “We are going
to have some problems running
by them because they have a lot
of athletic players in key spots.
They have the ability to win
against anybody in this
conference, so it’s just a matter
of us coming out, focusing,
executing our game plan, and
playing 60 minutes of lacrosse,
which we haven’t been able to
do this season.”

CLASSIFIEDS
Apartments for Rent:
Several 3, 4, and 6 bed recently renovated apartments
available now or for June 2004. Houses on Oakland,
Pembroke, Pinehurst, and Tyndall. Many have new
baths, hardwoods, parking, laundry. Some available
with phone, cable, and high speed internet jacks in
every room. Call 952-0966 or 742-4000 for details.
2004-2005 Apartments for Rent
Pembroke Ave near PC. 1st, 2nd, and 3rd floors. 3 or
4 large bedrooms, new kitchen appliances, stove
refrigerator, dishwasher, new gas baseboard heat,
and gas hot water, new bathrooms. Secure area
with lighted parking. $1200 per month.
Call 274-7763.

Make Money Taking Online Surveys
Earn $10-$ 125 for Surveys
Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups
Visit www.cash4students.com/ripc

Missing Yearbook Camera:
A Sony Mavica Digital Camera
has gone missing from the
yearbook office. If anyone has
any information as to its
whereabouts please call
extension 2428.

BANQUET WAITSTAFF: Part-time
nights, weekends. Holidays a must.
Looking for dependable people with own
Want to be seen by over
transportation. Great job for students!
Apply in person, Monday or Wednesday
4,000 people each week?
9am-3pm (Cathy Brunette) Friday or
Saturday 7pm-8pm.
THIS SPACE COULD BE YOURS!
Evelyn’s Villa, 272 Cowesett Ave.
West Warwick, RI 02893
E-mail: www.evelynsvilla.com

Contact The Cowl at 401-865-2214
about advertising your busniess in
the classified section!
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Softball walks off with impressive week
Friars finish busy
week with 5-2-1
record including
dramatic 5-4 win
over the Harvard
Crimson on a
walk-off homerun
by

Kevin O’Brien ’07
Sports Staff

What a way to cap off a
week.
In the same seven day period
in which it began Big East play,
the Providence
SOFTBALL College Softball
team finished
off its week with
a win and a tie in their opening
home doubleheader against
Harvard, highlighted by a walkoff homerun from sophomore
third baseman Michelle Willette
in the first game. After posting
a 5-2-1 record for the week, the
Friars’ record stands at 16-8-1
overall and 2-2 in the Big East
so far this season.
The week began with a pair
of wins last Thursday over
Quinnipiac. The opening game
of the doubleheader saw the Fri
ars fall behind 3-1, only to stage
a comeback courtesy of home
runs by sophomore catcher
Elena Romero and freshman
designated hitter Rachel
Bartholomew. The homer was
the first of Bartholomew’s ca
reer, and she finished the day
three for four with a pair of
RBIs.
“It was really exciting,” said
Bartholomew. “It was like hit
ting my first home run when I
was seven. I was happy to see
my team there supporting me
throughout the whole game.”
PC built on its success in
game one to grab an 11-5 win
in game two, courtesy of a bal
anced offensive attack that saw
five Friars finish with two hits
apiece. Providence actually
trailed 5-4 heading into the sixth
inning, but a seven run explo
sion in the top of that inning
gave the Friars an 11-5 win.
Senior pitcher Cori Van
Dusen pitched a complete game
two-hitter to claim victory in the
first game, while senior Nicole
Bartholomew got the win in the
nightcap, pitching three innings
in relief.
“We were just excited to beat
them,” commented freshman
Shannon Garvin. “It’s not Big
East [competition] or anything,
but it is good to get two wins
anyway.”
The team traveled to Phila
delphia on Saturday to open up
the Big East portion of its
schedule with a doubleheader
against Villanova. Despite out
hitting the Wildcats nine to three
in the first game, the Friars fell
to a disappointing 5-4 defeat.
Junior second baseman Kalena
Peterson went three for four
with a home run for the Friars,
and van Dusen also had a homer
in a losing effort. In the night
cap, Villanova led 2-0 heading
into the sixth, but ended the af
fair with six runs in the inning.
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Above: The Lady Friars celebrate an exciting, walkoff homerun from sophomore Michele Willette in a 5-4
victory over Harvard in the first game of a doubleheader on
March 30. PC and Harvard both failed to score in the
nightcap, tying 0-0 when the game was called for darkness.

Left: Junior firstbaseman/thirdbasseman Jaclyn Treveloni
has belted three homeruns so far this season for the Friars.
Treveloni has also knocked in 13 runs through the first 25
games.
PETE TAVIS '05/The Cowl

A stellar pitching performance
from the Wildcats held PC
scoreless, but Peterson still
managed a single that extended
her personal hitting streak to 15
games. It was once again
Bartholomew and Van Dusen
on the mound for the Friars, and
each was tabbed with a loss this
time.
Providence was back at it
again Sunday, moving across
the Delaware River to take on
Rutgers. It was a stellar day for
the PC pitching duo of Van
Dusen and Bartholomew, as
each recorded a shutout in wins
over the Scarlet Knights.
In the opener, a 2-0 win for
Providence, Willette and second
baseman Shannon Garvin,
drove in a run apiece, and Van
Dusen allowed only four hits
and a walk while striking out
seven batters in seven innings
of excellent work.
Providence’s bats got hot in
the nightcap, as they posted a
six run second inning en route
to a 10-0 thrashing. All nine
Friars batters reached base
safely and six recorded RBIs in
the offensive extravaganza,
which saw Providence even its
Big East record at 2-2.
Bartholomew went five strong
innings and recorded six
strikeouts in the win.
“After the two losses against
Villanova, we as a team decided
that we had worked too hard to
end up with losses, so we came
out the next day and tried to
have fun,” said Bartholomew.
“We just wanted to basically
make sure that we were having
fun.”
Garvin noted the change in
attitude after the Villanova loss,
too.

“At first we didn’t start off one hit while striking out nine, respite from Big East action
how we wanted against but the Friars’ offense managed when they take on Holy Cross
Villanova, but we turned it just four base runners all game. in a doubleheader in Worcester
The coming week will see next Tuesday.
around the next day,” she said.
“We’re definitely coming
“It was just a totally different Providence engage in a score of
attitude. We were happy with doubleheaders. PC will travel together, we’ve gone through
the weekend as a whole.” to take on Central Connecticut the step-by-step process of win
The Friars had two days off on Thursday before returning ning every inning,” said
before hosting Harvard on Tues
for a four game weekend set Bartholomew. “It’ll be our goal
day in their home opener. Af
with Big East rivals Seton Hall to win each inning this week
ter falling behind 4-3 in extra and St. John’s. Finally, the Fri
end and to have fun doing it.”
innings, Willette started off ars will begin an eight-game
Providence’s 2004 home cam
paign in style with a walk-off
SECOND GAME VS. HARVARD ON MARCH 30
home run to left field in the bot
tom of the eighth inning.
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The Friars had held a 3-2
lead heading into the seventh,
but they were unable to close
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the deal, setting up Willette’s
extra inning heroics.
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